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This qualitative study reports student perceptions regarding residual effects of participation in an elementary school theatre program. The study was based on interviews of 22 students who were 11-16 years old and who attended a public school in a rural Midwestern community. Results showed that students perceived the following effects of participation in an elementary play: development of academic and personal life skills that were transferred to other areas of life, increased development of personal traits, such as self-confidence, development of positive social networks, and stimulated desire for continued involvement with performing arts.
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Extracurricular activities can provide unique learning opportunities for young people. Many researchers believe that participation in extracurricular activities impacts students through three primary means. These include strengthening their connections to school, improving academic achievement, building positive social networks, and developing individual strengths (Cosden, Morrison, Gutierrez, & Brown, 2004). These conclusions address mainly high school extracurricular opportunities.

First, extracurricular activities engage students, thus connecting them to their school environments. McNeal (1999) noted that a clear link exists between student involvement in after-school activities and a safe and positive school climate. This link appears to be cyclical. When students feel safe at school, then they are often more likely to become involved in activities due to their school environment perception. Frederick and Eccles (2006) linked the duration of student participation in after-school activities with having an overall higher sense of school belonging. The longer students participated in extracurricular activities, the more they felt they belonged to the school community.

Klem and Connell (2004) recognized that a benefit of engagement with school includes a relationship between student connectedness and academic performance. As students become more attached to their school, their academic performance increases. Students earn higher grades as a result of participation in various forms of extracurricular
activities. Broh (2002) stated that participation in sports increased students’ English and math grades, and Shulruf (2010) noted that students who participated in academic clubs also had higher grades. Furthermore, Fredricks and Eccles (2006) reported that the longer students participated in extracurricular activities, the more likely they were to have better grades. Additionally, students tend to be more attentive in class due to participation in extracurricular activities (Barnett, 2007).

Hunt (2005) disagreed that school engagement aids learning. He found that the opposite may be true, that getting good grades increases school engagement. He conducted a study regarding the influence of sophomores’ extracurricular activities on their academic performance in their senior year of high school. In his sample, participation in extracurricular activities did not improve grades. Instead, he found that earning better grades as sophomores may have led to participation in more extracurricular activities when they become seniors.

A second potential benefit of extracurricular activities is that they facilitate building positive social networks. Fredericks and Eccles (2005) found that students’ involvement in school extracurricular activities influenced their selection of friends, thereby helping to shape students’ value systems. For this reason, Gilman, Meyers, and Perez (2004) encouraged school psychologists to promote structured extracurricular activities (SEA), because these activities have the potential to positively affect the social networks of at-risk teens.

One way that SEAs promote a positive social network, specifically relating to athletic teams, involves facilitating a sense of team spirit (Cassel, Chow, Demouli, & Reiger, 2001). Students are able to recognize that all the members of the team are
essential to its success. This sense of team unity potentially can become a transferable tendency throughout an individual’s life.

Third, extracurricular activities also can improve the development of students’ individual strengths, thereby increasing self-esteem. For instance, Broh (2002) studied the benefits of participation in interscholastic sports on high school students. He found that participation in sports improved students’ self-esteem. Similarly, Gadbois and Bowker (2007) reported that participation in athletic extracurricular activities enhanced positive self-perceptions for males. Additionally, they determined that participation in non-athletic activities developed self-esteem for females.

While some researchers focus on the advantages of extracurricular activities in the high school arena, research pertaining to the effects of elementary extracurricular activities is more limited. For example, Dumais (2006) conducted a study using data from kindergarten and first graders. She found that participation in extracurricular activities in the early years seemed to affect later gains in reading achievement test scores and teachers’ evaluations of math skills. Dumais noted that students who are less privileged economically particularly benefited from involvement in SEAs.

The main pool of research concerning extracurricular activities combines either all of the potential activities or centers on school sports (Broh, 2002). As a result, there is limited research specifically relating to the effects of theatre on young people in high school. Moreover, less research exists concerning the effects of drama as an after-school activity in the elementary arena.

The existing literature regarding the use of creative drama in elementary education suggests two main benefits. First, creative drama can improve elementary
students’ thinking skills. Furman (2000) attempted to empirically show some value of using drama in early childhood education. He reported that dramatic play in an educational setting can promote cognitive development for students. Moreover, Johnson (2002) concluded that, since drama is capable of enhancing children’s thinking skills, it should be utilized frequently in elementary school. Cockett (1999) found that teachers deemed the use of thinking skills as a vital component of the creative drama process. They evaluated the use of children’s critical thinking skills as part of the assessment process.

A second potential benefit of creative drama in elementary classrooms is the improvement of students’ relational skills. For example, Walsh-Bowers and Basso (1999) described two creative drama programs, one rural and the other urban, and discussed the effectiveness of those programs in improving peer relations. Students from both schools felt more confident in their abilities to deal with their peers through cooperation and respect. In addition, Bates (2007) reported that creative drama can teach students important life lessons and skills, such as teamwork and self-confidence. Furthermore, Rosler (2008) described a fifth grade social studies classroom in which process drama was used. Students interacted with the class material via process drama, resulting in collaboration and development of leadership skills. Each of these studies reflected some form of increased relational skills as a result of creative drama in the classroom.

Researchers reported two main benefits of utilizing creative drama in high school: social benefits and increased self-confidence. For instance, Yassa (1999) conducted a qualitative study of high school students’ perceptions regarding their creative drama
participation and the effect this involvement had on their social interactions. Her findings suggest that involvement in drama can enhance social interaction and self-confidence. Congruently, Maples (2007) studied the use of improvisation in a middle school English class and determined that the use of drama helped to develop community and confidence.

Creative drama is used by educators both within the context of the classroom proper, as well as outside of the direct school environment. The latter category can be divided into two main categories: international social programs and national theatre-based programs. Some researchers have addressed specific international social programs that involved drama in some capacity. For example, Munier and Etherton (2006) observed that the girls who had participated in a *Theatre for Development* training workshop in northern Bangladesh were more confident five years after the program ended. Improved self-confidence had been one of the goals of the theatre program. Dalrymple (2006) conducted a study of the impact an AIDS prevention program had on participants in South Africa. Participants reported several benefits from involvement in the program. First, students felt an increased sense of self-efficacy enabling them to cope with their disease. Second, students reported increased critical thinking skills as they pertained to analyzing the motives behind others’ actions.

Researchers also have conducted studies of non-school-based theatre programs within the United States. For example, Farris and Parke (1993) conducted an ethnographic study relating to summer drama program for suburban gifted and talented students. As a result of the program, students developed theatre skills and used self-evaluation techniques. The participants reported the development and improvement of several skills, including reading with expression, collaboration, cooperation,
improvisation, thinking skills, and public speaking skills. Additional national research occurred regarding at-risk inner city youth. First, Shirer (2005) discussed the My True Voice Project which focused on teaching at-risk students both thinking and traditional skills, as well as building community. Similarly, Kisiel et al. (2006) evaluated a theatre-based youth violence prevention program (YVP) involving inner city elementary students. The researchers reported that students involved in the program demonstrated fewer aggressive behaviors, better pro-social behaviors, and increased attention in and engagement with school when compared with students who had not attended the YVP.

Research in the fields of general school-related extracurricular activities and creative drama report some similar benefits and outcomes. Unfortunately, research regarding the effects of theatre-specific extracurricular activities in school is limited. Nonetheless, the reported effects of this limited research seem to align with its counterparts. For instance, in a grounded theory analysis of high school theatre, Larson and Brown (2007) detailed the process that a group of high school theatre students underwent as they experienced positive emotional development. The students related their experiences with being involved in a show, specifically addressing disappointment at casting time, excitement as mastery over characters occurred, as well as stress and anger as they dealt with a difficult dialect coach. Additionally, Hughes and Wilson (2004) focused their research on the impact that youth theatre had on a sample of young people. Their findings showed congruence with many of the reported results of research relating to high school extracurricular activities. The students’ comments unmistakably linked involvement with a youth theatre program to increased competence interacting
with peers, adults, and teachers. These British children also felt that involvement improved their ability to “be themselves” and “express themselves” more efficiently.

Additional research is needed regarding the effects of theatre-specific extracurricular activities of elementary students (Hughes & Wilson, 2004; Larson & Brown, 2007). Little is known about the educational relevance of such programs. The initial exploratory research in the field of elementary extracurricular activities has leant itself to qualitative methodology. For example, Fleming, Merrell and Tymms (2004) purported that artistic areas such as the theatre are, by their nature, easily aligned with qualitative approaches to systematic inquiry. They are not suggesting quantitative research should be avoided among the creative arts. Rather, the ambiguities and complexities of the arts are more easily appraised through qualitative means, as opposed to numerically, via quantitative methods.

*Definition of Terms*

**Academic Self-Concept** - The way students view their drive to achieve mathematical ability, writing ability, as well as creativity and confidence in their intellectual ability (House, 2000).

**Creative Drama** - The preferred term for the use of theatre arts for educational purposes. The end goal is to encourage development of student participants’ growth, rather than to give a final performance for an audience (Freeman, Sullivan, & Fulton, 2003).

**Drama Anxiety** - Feelings of anxiousness related to participation in workshop situations involving drama (Wright, 1999).
**Educational Resilience** - Trait exhibited by at-risk adolescents in which they unexpectedly continue on to college after high school in spite of social and personal history (Peck, Roeser, Zarrett, & Eccles, 2008).

**Engagement** - The behaviors, emotions and thought processes a student undergoes during a school day. It specifically relates to the link between how students feel about school relative to their achievement in school (Klem & Connell, 2004).

**Impact** - The effect of an activity or experience has had on its target audience (Dalrymple, 2006)

**Latch-key** - A before and after school program in which students are provided childcare services (Cosden et al., 2004).

**Lifesp ace Configurations** - Adolescents’ overall view of their personal and social risks and assets (Peck et al., 2008).

**School Connectedness** - The cognitive dimension of school engagement by which students view their school in a positive manner (Dotterer, McHale, & Crouter, 2007).

**School Self-Esteem** - The cognitive dimension of school engagement in which students view their school in a positive manner (Dotterer et al., 2007).

**Social Capital** - Extended sets of social networks and students’ access to adult-supervised activities (McNeal, Jr., 1999).

**Social Network** – The peer and adult relationships and skills developed in an adolescent’s life (McNeal, Jr., 1999).

**Socioeconomic status (SES)** – The rank in position in a community a child’s parents have based on financial stability (Dumais, 2006).
Structured Extracurricular Activities (SEA) – Highly structured activities with an emphasis on building skills, which are facilitated by a non-parent adult (Gilman et al., 2004)

Vulnerable Adolescents - Youth characterized by significant risks and an absence of assets (Peck et al., 2008).

Youth Theatre - A term that encompasses a wide variety of groups with a purpose in engaging young people in theatre activities, typically outside of the formal school setting (Hughes & Wilson, 2004).

Youth Violence Program (YVP)- A program developed for inner-city youth which focuses on aggressive behaviors, prosocial behaviors and scholastic attention and engagement (Kisiel et al., 2006).

Statement of Issue

Extracurricular activities are prevalent in high schools across the country. High school students can choose to be involved in a number of activities, such as athletics, cheerleading, drama, yearbook, and the like (Hansen, Larson, & Dworkin, 2003). However, the opportunity for elementary school youths to participate in a cost-free extracurricular activity is relatively rare, and research in the area of the potential effects that children’s theatre has on the lives of elementary students is rare. While Hughes and Wilson (2004) conducted research concerning a youth theatre in England, little has been said about a school-funded theatre production in the United States.

In 2003, Plain City Elementary of the Jonathan Alder Local School District presented its first children’s theatre play. Each consecutive year, a new play was presented. Over the course of following years, a formal children’s theatre program was
added to the school district’s middle school and junior high school. While positive feedback at the time of each elementary play was related by cast members, little is known about the residual effects on the students who were involved. Students who participated in the plays were required to audition for parts, memorize their lines, participate in daily rehearsals, and perform the play twice. Each year, since 2003, 60 or more students competed for approximately 25 speaking parts.

As stated previously, the research concerning high school extracurricular activities shows that older students may be impacted by participation in extracurricular activities in three ways: connections to the school, positive social group interactions, and personal development (Cosden et al., 2004). It is unclear whether the same positive outcomes would impact the elementary students who participated in this particular program. Furthermore, limited research exists demonstrating whether any of the skills that students learned and utilized on-stage has continued over time in their daily lives.

Scope of the Study and Delimitations

In this action research study, I collected data on students’ perceptions regarding the residual effects of participation in a children’s theatre program. I interviewed 22 students, ages 11 through 16 years old, who had a part with 15 or more lines in the play. I interviewed all of the students who met these criteria and whose parents completed and returned the permission form. These students were part of a small, rural public school. While I did not completely replicate the study, I modeled many of my questions after Hughes and Wilson’s (2004) study conducted in England concerning youth theatre.

Because I was the children’s theatre program director, there was a need to guard against researcher bias. As a result, two third-party-assistants interviewed the students.
Also, neither parents nor teachers were interviewed in the process of this project. While the teacher and parent response would be informative, that particular data was outside the purview of my research question. Since this was an action research study, I did not focus on plays performed outside of Plain City Elementary School.

Significance of the Study

Students’ participation in extracurricular activities has several potential personal and educational benefits. The school system, with the monetary assistance of the Parent Teacher Organization (PTO), devotes a significant amount of time, money, and human energy to annual productions. Consequently, it is advantageous to know whether these kinds of activities are productive and beneficial for future Plain City Elementary students. In order for the school district to realize the validity of such a program, research aimed at outcomes assessment is warranted.

Another reason to conduct this particular study is that a significant paucity of research exists in the area of children’s theatre. There are many school districts that incorporate after-school activities without apt research supporting its worth. Providing empirical evidence to help show the lasting outcomes of theatre exposure better justifies the expenditure of capital and resources toward these programs.

Also important, the present study is of particular potential benefit for the students who participated in the project as they reflect on perceived outcomes. This type of self-evaluation through questioning was studied by Kelin (2007) who stated that the use of teacher-led questioning enabled students to process their experiences as they pertain to the theatre. Similarly, I believe that this action research study can provide the
opportunity for students involved in the children’s theatre program to reflect on and evaluate their own learning experiences.

Methods of Procedure

Research questions:

1. Were any skills used or introduced in the theatre program transferable to other areas of the students’ lives, whether academic or personal in nature?
2. What were the personal benefits of participation in the theatre program?
3. Did any peer/social networks form as a result of the theatre program?
4. Is there any evidence of students’ future participation in performing arts that were impacted by past participation?

This action research focused on students’ perceptions of the residual effects regarding their participation in a children’s theatre program. As a phenomenological, qualitative research study, I interviewed 22 students who held leading roles in any of the children’s plays. I operationally defined leading role as having 15 or more lines in the play. Since this was an inductive approach to the research topic, I collected the data, searched for patterns within the data, and generated hypotheses regarding the data the students provided (Sin, 2010). In the end, I sought to assess what influence the children’s theatre program had on the students involved.

Utilizing third-party interviewers, I conducted the interviews in two waves (Firmin, 2006). The first wave spanned a one-week period in May, and the second wave of interviews lasted one day in August. I began by interviewing all students who met the criteria. This took approximately four days. After I collected this data set, I analyzed it in order to determine which students should be interviewed further in a second wave of
interviews. I interviewed those students approximately three months after the first wave of interviews. At the completion of the second wave of interviews, a focus group (Del Rio-Roberts, 2011; Wilkinson, 1997) met in order to discuss additional topics of interest relating to the previous interviews. Upon completion and evaluation of the second set of interviews and focus group, it was clear that the data had reached saturation.

I conducted this study using an inductive approach for phenomenological qualitative protocol (Wertz et al., 2011). Students were interviewed in two waves using standard interview questions involving three major constructs: academic, personal and social network effects of participation in an elementary children’s play (Johnson, 2008). The primary means of data collection was interviews, which was supported by a focus group. The data was then coded following Maxwell’s (2005) open coding structure. Using constant comparison (Johnson & Christensen, 2004), I assessed the codes for repeated words, phrases, and overall themes (Bereska, 2003). Themes lacking support were eventually discarded (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006), while others were combined and condensed into similar constructs (Rubin & Rubin, 1995). I used third-party-interviewers, low-inference descriptors, and triangulation in order to safeguard the internal validity of my findings (Kvale, 2007; Patton, 2001).

Member checking (Mero-Jaffe, 2011) helped to ensure that the findings I reported from the study were apt reflections of the participants’ true sentiments. Additionally, reviewing of the project by a qualitative research expert who was apart from the data collection and coding process helped to safeguard the study’s internal validity (Cope, 2004). This review was strengthened by generating a data trail (Rodgers, 2008). This involved the study’s main themes and the supporting transcript that girded the reported
findings. The themes reported reflect the common sentiments shared by most of the participants.
Two main schools of research are most germane regarding elementary students involved in theatre arts after-school programs. First, the literature addresses the benefits and validity of creative drama, within and apart from the context of school. Second, researchers have conducted studies devoted to students’ general involvement in extracurricular activities and the potential benefits and repercussions therein.

**Effects of Creative Drama and Theatre Based Programs**

The use of creative drama and theatre-based programs as a means of impacting people is versatile and global. It exists in all levels of education, from primary school to post-secondary classrooms (Cocket, 1999; Freeman et al., 2003; Joronen, Konu, Rankin, & Astedt-Kurki, 2012; Maples, 2007; Rosler, 2008; Walsh-Bowers & Basso, 1999; Wright, 1999; Yassa, 1999). Within the context of school, they are utilized with inner-city students (Kisiel et al., 2006; Shirer, 2005), gifted and talented students (Farris & Parke, 1993), and students attending both public and charter schools (Boldt, & Brooks, 2006; Cockett, 1999; Freeman et al., 2003). Outcome research even exists regarding the use of theatre as a prison performing arts program in Pacific, Missouri (Dufresne, 2006). In addition to being versatile, the use of creative drama and theatre-based programs is global, used with Canadians (Yassa, 1999), English (Fleming et al., 2004; Johnson, 2002), Africans (Casale & Hanass-Hancock, 2011; Dalrymple, 2006), and youth in Bangladesh (Munier & Etherton, 2006), to name a few.
**Academic Development.** Involvement in classroom creative drama and theatre-based programs can affect three different components of academic development. First, academic achievement in specific content areas can be improved. For example, Fleming et al. (2004) reported research results relating to *The National Theatre’s Transformation* drama project. Differences in mathematics academic achievement were shown to be statistically significant when comparing the control group to the drama group. Language arts achievement also improved. Shirer (2005) reported that two benefits of the *My True Voice Project*, a mentorship program developed to teach inner city students communication skills using various principles of theatre education, included improved spelling skills and an expanded vocabulary. She also discussed the potential for improvement in reading comprehension and writing skills. Congruent with these language arts benefits, Maples (2007) discussed using improvisation in her middle school English classes in order to aid students to interact with the class texts in meaningful ways. Specifically, she discussed that the classroom drama reflected apt details from the social studies textbook and trade books that students had read.

A second academic impact that both creative drama and theatre-based programs can have on adolescents involves improved metacognitive skills. Researchers have noted this benefit and commended the use of creative drama within the classroom. For example, Furman (2000) discussed the use of dramatic play in early childhood education. He noted that, within this educational setting, dramatic play enriches cognitive development. Furthermore, Johnson (2002) conducted a study involving creative drama and its metacognitive effects on elementary students. She concluded that drama can
improve both children’s thinking skills and metacognition, thereby enhancing the learning process.

Third, teachers have recognized the influence of creative drama on students’ critical thinking skills. Cockett (1999) documented this by using the evaluation ratings of primary teachers in England. He studied the criteria teachers used to assess children’s learning in classrooms that incorporated creative drama. One of the main evaluation categories included students’ thinking skills. Specifically, teachers expected students to develop and utilize critical reflection throughout the various dramatic activities in class.

Fourth, researchers of theatre-based programs also have reported the academic benefits in adolescents’ improved thinking skills. One example comes from Shirer (2005) who reported that a noted benefit of participation in the My True Voice Project was that students developed enhanced critical thinking skills. Students in the program were encouraged to become more creative thinkers, as well. Another example comes from Dalrymple (2006) who studied the impact of a drama for AIDS education program in South Africa. She found that the participants in the program reported the ability to think more critically about the motives of others.

A final academic impact that both creative drama and theatre-based programs can have on adolescents is increased student classroom participation. Regarding creative drama’s impact on increased classroom involvement, Maples (2007) reported two outcomes of improvisation’s use in the classroom. First, students interacted differently due to the classroom format. Second, students of all ability levels participated more in class. Rosler (2008) also discussed the impact of creative drama on students in class. She interviewed students of a fifth grade social studies class using process drama in
which the students discussed both their lack of engagement when process drama was not used in class, as well as their increased engagement in class when they were able to use the process drama.

Drama used in theatre-based programs also improved students’ classroom participation in school. For example, Kisiel et al. (2006) researched a youth violence prevention (YVP) program for inner city elementary students. They reported that the YVP was shown to have increased engagement and attention in class. Teachers related that students who had been involved in the YVP displayed less hyperactivity and more engagement in classroom lessons. Comparatively, students who had not participated in the YVP demonstrated an increase in hyperactivity and less engagement in classroom lessons.

**Personal Development.** In addition to academic development, student’s behavior and personal development also may benefit from participation in a theatre arts based program or class. First, participation in theatre arts based activities can increase students’ self-confidence. Bates (2007) promoted the process of adapting literature for children’s theatre so that the act of acting would develop self-confidence in young people. Also, Munier and Etherton (2006) reported confidence as an outcome of adolescents’ participation in a *Theatre for Development* training workshop in rural Bangladesh. Five years after completing the workshop, the researchers reported observations that female participants in the program showed measurable increases in confidence levels.

A second potential benefit of participation in theatre-based programs and classes is enhanced self-concept. Fleming et al. (2004) studied the impact of *The National Theatre’s Transformation* drama project in England on elementary students. The
researchers reported that students involved in the project related more positive self-concepts than students who had not participated in the program. Participants were proud of what they had accomplished, and they also conveyed liking who they were as individuals.

However, not all research is congruent as it pertains to the improvement of students’ self-concept. In particular, Freeman et al. (2003) conducted a study regarding the effects of creative drama on the self-concept of elementary students. Their findings did not support the use of creative drama to improve self-concept. They suggested that changes in the duration of the creative drama activities could influence self-concept more positively.

Research has been conducted regarding other potential personal benefits of participation in creative drama. First, Hughes and Wilson (2004) noted several enhanced personal skills that tend to be developed, such as risk taking and exploring and expressing one’s thoughts and feelings. Second, Farris and Parke (1993) reported that gifted students benefited from self-evaluation as it pertained to participation in a summer theatre program. Third, Dalrymple (2006) stated that participants in the Drama for AIDS Education program revealed increased self-efficacy. Last, Kisiel et al. (2006) noted that the classroom teachers of students involved in a theatre-based YVP saw an improvement in participants’ self-control.

Social Development. In addition to academic and personal development, the enhancement of social skills is another potential benefit from participation in a theatre arts based program or class. Some researchers have generalized how creative drama affects students. For example, Kisiel et al. (2006) reported that inner city fourth graders
involved in a YVP showed an improvement in social skills in comparison with students not in the program. Other researchers specified areas of improvement within the realm of social skill development. For instance, Rosler (2008) discussed the development of leadership skills for particular students as they participated in a classroom process drama. Also, Yassa (1999) identified various social skills that can be advanced as a result of active participation in drama, including empathy, tolerance, and adaptability.

The most commonly noted social skill-set improved through classroom drama in the research literature is cooperation, collaboration, or teamwork. First, Yassa (1999) believed that, within a dramatic framework, students learn problem-solving skills and are able to reconcile their differences. Also, gifted students involved in a qualitative study of a summer drama program were able to participate in a milieu where everyone was accepted, and students showed improvements in their cooperation with one another at the conclusion of the program (Farris & Parke, 1993). In addition, Walsh-Bowers and Basso (1999) evaluated two creative drama programs working with seventh graders. One objective of the program was to improve students’ peer relations. They found that this goal was partially met. Students of the program listed social skills such as cooperation, solving disagreements, and empathy feelings for others within the program as noted areas of personal improvement. Bates (2007) further corroborated the ideas of teaching collaborative and teamwork skills through integrating classroom drama, but also included a sense of trust as an impact of drama based programs. The mentor relationship between youth and program leaders is also mentioned in the My True Voice Project review (Shirer, 2005).
The majority of the research literature delineates a positive link between creative drama and theatre-based programs to improved social skills. As an exception, Freeman et al. (2003) reported that data from their study of third and fourth graders did not support improvement of social skills to be linked to creative drama. However, relatively half of the 237 students within the sample were not pretested before the program began and, therefore, a follow-up ANCOVA was unavailable.

Effects of Participation in High School Extracurricular Activities

Peer Relations. Although most research about extracurricular activities focuses on high school students, some data also exists that focuses on middle school and elementary students. Research regarding the effects of high school extracurricular activities can be divided into four main categories: peer relations, school connectedness, personal development, and academic development. Pitts (2007) conducted a case study of a British secondary school’s production of Anything Goes. As part of the study, students reported that the show provided social opportunities and generated friendships. Extracurricular activities also can provide a feeling of belonging to a group and “a sense of family” (Cassel et al., 2001; Fredricks & Eccles, 2005).

Participation in school based extracurricular activities can affect the students’ decisions to befriend peers with “risky behaviors.” For example, students involved in school clubs and activities were shown to be less likely to have peers who make risky decisions such as drinking, smoking, and using drugs. This is specifically true for students involved in the performing arts and academic clubs concerning alcohol (Fredricks & Eccles, 2005; Fredricks & Eccles, 2006). There is, however, one exception:
athletics often is linked to increased underage drinking (Eccles, Barber, Stone, & Hunt, 2003).

Fredricks and Eccles (2005) also hypothesized and provided quantitative evidence that participation in extracurricular activities predicted some defining qualities of students’ friendship groups. Additionally, they predicted that these friendship networks can be catalysts for school engagement, as well as personal and academic development. Moreover, Broh (2002) stated that students involved in high school athletics are likely to have an increased number of academically minded peers. As a result of observing these potential outcomes, Gilman et al. (2004) encouraged school counselors to guide at-risk teens into structured, extracurricular activities.

**School Connectedness.** Involvement in prosocial peer groups, due to participation in extracurricular activities, significantly predicts a sense of school belonging (Fredricks & Eccles, 2005). Corroborating this conclusion, McNeely, Nonnemaker, and Blum (2002) reported that, in conjunction with earning higher grades and regular school attendance, students in their sample who participated in extracurricular activities tended to feel more “attached” to their school. This feeling of connectedness to school is further illustrated in Barnett’s (2007) study regarding the effects of being included or denied participation on a high school cheerleading squad as a result of an audition selection process. Girls in this study who made the team reported that they wanted to go to school. Conversely, the unsuccessful girls’ feelings of school connectedness dramatically decreased and stayed that way for several weeks, sometimes into months. More recently, Knifsend and Graham (2012) found that upperclassmen who participated in at least two
extracurricular domains reported a greater sense of belonging to school than those who were not as involved in after-school clubs and athletics.

Additionally, Eccles et al. (2003) examined the effects of dropping out of sports in high school. Involvement in extracurricular activities provides a natural link to school connectedness and dropping out of sports, particularly for an academically challenged student, may weaken the student’s sense of school attachment once participation is ceased. Regarding athletics, Fredericks and Eccles (2006) determined that one benefit of continuous participation in high school sports for upper-classmen was increased feelings of belonging to the school. As part of the same study, the authors also determined that consistent participation in adult-supervised, meaningful extracurricular activities can be associated with opportunities for belonging.

In a comparison study of four ethnic groups, Faircloth and Hamm (2005) combined several school experiences in order to determine each group’s sense of belonging in school. They determined that relationships with teachers, positive peer interaction, participation in school activities, and perceived discrimination were relevant for Euro-Americans and Latino students. African-American and Asian-American students reported a greater sense of belonging as a result of only three elements: relationship with teachers, school activity involvement, and perceived ethnic-based discrimination.

A smaller subset of school attachment’s potential effects involves connectedness to non-familial adults within the school culture. Pitts’ (2007) case study reported that participants felt they developed enhanced relationships with the teachers when involved in a school musical. Furthermore, she related portions of an audio diary in which a
student evaluated and empathized with the teacher’s leadership tasks. Audio diaries and interviews from the case study affirmed the student’s enhanced sensitivity to the teacher’s responsibilities. This sense of student to teacher connectedness may positively affect the adolescents’ personal development, specifically relating to students engaged in a range of extracurricular activities (Fredricks & Eccles, 2006). Eccles et al. (2003) related that students often possess greater teacher access for advice on academic and occupational plans, as well as personal problems, when involved in extracurricular activities, especially sports.

*Enhanced Affect.* This potential link between participation in extracurricular activities and adolescents’ personal development threads its way throughout research literature. While Hansen et al. (2003) reported that students experience personal life skill benefits, such as goal setting, problem solving, and time management, the majority of the research relates to the psychological and emotional effects of participation in high school extracurricular activities. For example, Fredricks and Eccles (2005) correlated activity participation to lower depression in adolescents. They suggested that this may partly be due to the prosocial peer relationships discussed previously that provide support and lessen the sense of social isolation. Further findings showed that, rather than being stressed-out, the oldest cohort of students actually thrived with multiple activity participation. These students were predicted to have higher resilience skills and lower distress (Fredricks & Eccles, 2006).

Students participating in extracurricular activities also may have both positive and negative emotional effects due to participation in the various programs. Researchers revealed one example of extracurricular activities’ positive emotional effects was an
increased sense of “happiness.” Gabrielle (2008) purported that “engagement” is one component to a student’s happiness. She stated that students are more likely to relate engagement to activities outside the school day. As such, involvement in extracurricular activities partially predicts the level of happiness a student feels. In a separate study, Barnett (2007) illustrated the emotional responses of female students who were trying out for a school’s cheerleading squad. The girls who had been chosen for the team experienced immediate feelings of happiness and felt good about themselves for having made the team. A second example of positive emotional effects of extracurricular activities involved at-risk adolescents. Gilman et al. (2004) reported that enlisting at-risk students’ involvement in extracurricular activities may cause them to feel more satisfied with their lives. However, Darling (2005) stated that there was only minimal evidence showing involvement in extracurricular activities to act as an adequate buffer against a large cross-section of negative life experiences.

While participation in extracurricular activities can evoke positive emotions, it can also engender or influence students’ negative emotions. These feelings can be affected by athletic extracurricular activities. For example, the girls involved in Barnett’s (2007) study who did not make the cheerleading squad reported feeling immediate negative emotions upon hearing they had not been selected for the team. Negative emotions also can be affected by participation in high school theatre. Larson and Brown (2007) recounted that some students’ initial responses to casting decisions were negative because they were unhappy with their own roles or the roles of others. These negative emotions lasted approximately 1-2 weeks before students adjusted to their respective roles. These theatre students learned coping skills by managing their own negative
emotions as they continued involvement in the theater program. These researchers also introduced another potentially negative emotional outcome: increased anxiety, specifically stage fright. However, students in this particular theatre program were able to adequately adjust partly due to peer support.

Hanson et al. (2003) stated that students attributed higher rates of self-knowledge to their participation in performance or fine arts activities, in comparison to other students in the study. Additionally, House (2000) reported that extracurricular involvement can partially improve a student’s academic self-concept. A student’s self-esteem also can be affected via involvement in extracurricular activities, depending on the extracurricular activity being discussed. Beales and Zemel (1990) claimed that participation in high school drama affected increased social maturity, rather than increased self-esteem. However, Broh (2002) conducted a study on the benefits of athletic extracurricular activities and found that participation in high school sports significantly improved self-esteem in his participants. Moreover, Gadbois and Bowker (2007) reported that both male and female students associated self-esteem with participation in extracurricular activities. Whereas the males’ self-esteem had a particular link to athletic participation, the females’ self-esteem was more closely linked to the amount of time spent participating in non-athletic activities.

*Academic Achievement.* Academic achievement is a final category regarding potential effects of involvement in extracurricular activities (Fredricks, 2012). Gilman et al. (2004) encouraged participation in extracurricular activities for at-risk students due to the potential for improved school performance. This improvement was marked by students’ improved grades. Participants in Darling’s (2005) study also reported enhanced
grades due to participation in extracurricular activities. Additionally, Fredricks and Eccles (2006) determined that being involved in many activities can relate to achieving higher grades in high school. Also, Knifsend and Graham (2012) found that eleventh graders who participated in at least two extracurricular domains reported higher grade point averages than juniors in high school who were not as involved in after-school activities.

Although grade improvement may be affected by participation in both athletic and non-athletic extracurricular activities, Broh (2002) reported that participation in sports had a relatively small benefit for students’ grades in both English and math and for higher test scores on math tests. However, he cautioned that the participation in athletics had less significance on the math test scores, depending on the testing model utilized. In addition, Barnett (2007) recounted that, of the girls trying out for the cheerleading squad, both the “winners” and the “losers” had a week’s time where grades decreased and, after that time, the grades of girls in both groups increased and then stabilized.

Students’ grades also can improve through participation in non-athletic extracurricular activities. Chambers and Schreiber (2004) noted that participation in school clubs, combined with completing additional homework, resulted in students’ attaining higher levels of academic achievement. Additional research in non-athletic extracurricular activities reported similar findings. For example, Shulruf (2010) specified that students who participated in academic clubs achieved higher grades. Also, Lipscomb (2007) stated that participation in after-school clubs resulted was related to a slight increase in math test scores.
Participation in extracurricular activities also has been shown to increase the likelihood of graduating from high school and attending college (Blomfield & Barber, 2010; Darling, 2005; Gilman et al., 2004; Guest & Schneider, 2003). For example, Peck et al. (2008) conducted a study concerning the effects of extracurricular activities as they pertain to college resilience of vulnerable adolescents. In this study, they discovered that at-risk students with negative life experiences who were involved in more than one activity, whether school club, organized sports, volunteer programs, etc., were more likely to apply for and attend college than were at-risk students who were not involved in these activities.

*Effects of Middle School Extracurricular Activities*

Research in the field of middle school extracurricular activities is limited, and the results cover a multitude of domains. In a study of both middle school and high school gifted and talented students, Olszewski-Kubilius and Lee (2004) determined that in-school and outside-of-school participation in extracurricular activities was beneficial to determine gifted students’ areas of talent and develop those skills with other gifted peers. In a separate study, Dotterer et al. (2007) analyzed the effects of extracurricular activities, specifically school engagement, on African-American middle school students. They found a correlation between time spent in extracurricular activities to school self-esteem and school bonding. They also found that involvement in extracurricular activities did not directly interfere with time spent on homework, potentially affecting grades. Additionally, Akos (2006) studied the effects of participation in extracurricular activities as they pertained to the transition to middle school. He found that participation in middle school extracurricular activities had a degree of impact on GPA, “school connectedness,”
and an overall positive view of the school transition experience from elementary school to middle school. Molineuvo, Bonillo, and Pardo (2010) affirmed these findings regarding Hispanic boys in school. He found that weekly participation in extracurricular activities was associated with higher levels of adjustment to middle school.

Properties of Elementary School Extracurricular Activities

Findings from research regarding the effects of elementary extracurricular activities are also limited and shows varied results. Some research reported findings related to students’ social capital. In analyzing the effects of after-school homework programs, such as “latch-key,” on primarily elementary students, Cosden et al. (2004) reported that attendance in these programs can interfere with students’ ability to participate in non-academic extracurricular activities. This, in turn, potentially could discourage school bonding, a feeling of connection students’ have to their school community. Also mentioned were some potential benefits of extracurricular activities, such as increased school connectedness, improved self-esteem, and positive social networks. Lagace-Seguin and Case (2010) noted a positive relationship between parental support and childhood well-being when children engage in high levels of extracurricular activities. Howie, Lukacs, and Pastor (2010) studied extracurricular involvement of 6-11 year olds. They showed that students who participated in sports and clubs in elementary school showed greater social competence than did children who did not participate in any extracurricular activities. These non-participants were less likely to show respect to teachers and neighbors, and they were less likely to get along with other children.

Similarly, Dumais (2006) reported a relationship between elementary extracurricular activities and improved test scores. She found that the quantity of
extracurricular activities in which an elementary student participated may increase reading test scores. She also noted a relationship between extracurricular activities and teacher perceptions of students’ improved math skills. These results were most robust in increasing measure for students from lower socio-economic backgrounds.

Finally, Barnett and Weber (2008) analyzed parental perceptions of extracurricular activities’ benefits for their elementary aged children. Mothers attributed more benefits to team sports than to individual sports and performing arts activities. They also believed participation in community recreation activities to have the least amount of benefit. Whereas enhanced social skills was only a perceived benefit of the team and individual sports activities, opportunities to exercise and enhance creativity was attributed to participation in performing arts activities. Skill development also was perceived as a benefit to participation in individual sports activities and performing arts activities. It is important to note here that these were not necessarily realized benefits, but only parental perceptions of the benefits.

Summary

*Creative Drama.* Creative drama has been used extensively in classrooms and programs world-wide (Cocket, 1999; Freeman et al., 2003; Jindal-Snape, Vettraino, Lowson, & McDuff, 2011; Maples, 2007; Rosler, 2008; Walsh-Bowers & Basso, 1999; Wright, 1999; Yassa, 1999). Three particular academic benefits to the use of creative drama have been denoted in the research literature. First, creative drama is utilized to achieve academic outcomes such as increased math, language arts, reading comprehension and writing skills (Fleming et al., 2004; Shirer, 2005). Second, thinking
skills are enhanced, which are pivotal to the learning process (Johnson, 2002). A third benefit is increased class participation (Maples, 2007).

However, more than academic outcomes occur as a result of the use of creative drama; behavioral and personal outcomes, both positive and negative, also are affected. Students have reported negative effects of stage fright and anxiety (Wright, 1999). However, studies also have shown positive effects of self-confidence and [potentially] self-esteem (Bates, 2007; Freeman et al., 2003; Fleming et al., 2004). Additionally, the use of creative drama can positively enhance students’ social skills (Kisiel et al., 2006). These social skills may have positive outcomes on peer relationships, as well as mentor/student relationships (Walsh-Bowers & Basso, 1999; Shirer, 2005).

*Extracurricular Activities.* Extracurricular activities can have positive and negative effects when adolescents move into a high school milieu. Relationally, students can experience an increased sense of belonging to a group (Cassel et al., 2001; Fredricks & Eccles, 2005). Furthermore, extracurricular activities can assist in creating non-risky relationships with academically-minded peers, as opposed to potentially risky peers with negative behaviors such as alcohol consumption and drug use (Fredricks & Eccles, 2005; Fredricks & Eccles, 2006; Eccles et al., 2003). Students also may feel a greater sense of school attachment as a result of participation in extracurricular activities (McNeely et al., 2002).

Positive and negative personal and behavioral outcomes also exist when students participate in extracurricular activities. Participation in extracurricular activities can increase life skills, such as problem solving and goal setting (Hansen et al., 2003). It can also have psychological and emotional outcomes, such as a lowered sense of distress and...
depression (Fredricks & Eccles, 2005). Participation in extracurricular activities also helps students deal with both positive and negative emotions (Larson & Brown, 2007). Depending on the extracurricular activity, participation can enhance self-esteem (Gadbois & Bowker, 2007). However, in relationship to drama, Beales and Zemel (1990) found that it was not self-esteem that was enhanced but, rather, social maturity.

While the majority of the research has been dedicated to the secondary education realm, participation in extracurricular activities also has outcomes for both middle school and elementary adolescents. Gifted and talented middle school students abilities are enhanced by participation in extracurricular activities, specifically drama (Olszewski-Kubilius & Lee, 2004). Furthermore, African-American middle school students’ participation in extracurricular activities demonstrated positive self-esteem and increased school attachment (Dotterer et al., 2007). Additionally, both GPA and school connectedness were enhanced due to participation in extracurricular activities, thus enabling an easier transition for middle school students. For elementary students, participation in extracurricular activities resulted in higher reading scores (Dumais, 2006). Furthermore, Barnett and Webber (2008) reported some perceived benefits that parents of elementary students reported regarding their children’s participation in extracurricular activities. Concerning theatre, parents perceived increased creativity and skill development, but not enhanced social skills.

Research pertaining to creative drama, theatre based programs, and extracurricular activities purported several recurring potential effects for adolescents: academic, social, and behavioral effects. While creative drama incorporates similar features of a children’s theatre program as a structured extracurricular activity (SEA), it is
not considered to be a formal SEA (Gilman et al., 2004). The results may help form hypotheses pertaining to elementary extracurricular activities, but they cannot formally depict the residual effects of an elementary children’s theatre program.

Similarly, the majority of research pertaining to the effects of extracurricular activities remains in the secondary school arena. Furthermore, the secondary school research commonly combines all school clubs and activities together into one or more categories, or focuses solely on athletics as an SEA (e.g., Barnett, 2007; Chambers & Schreiber, 2004; Darling, 2005; Eccles et al., 2003; Fredricks & Eccles, 2005; Fredricks & Eccles, 2006; Gadbois & Bowker, 2007; Gilman et al., 2004; Guest & Schneider, 2003). Limited research concerning high school theatre exists, and less of it explores elementary theatre (Beales & Zemel, 1990; Button & Millward, 2006; Cousins, 2000; Dumais, 2006; Farris & Parke, 1993; Larson & Brown, 2007; Pitts, 2007). Therefore, the present study concentrates on student perceptions of the residual effects of participation in a school sponsored children’s theatre program and whether those effects align with the recurring themes in the current body of research literature.
Chapter Three: Methodology

For this study, action research (Spaulding & Falco, 2012) was conducted using an inductive approach and following a phenomenological qualitative protocol. The objective was to assess students’ perceptions of the residual effects regarding their prior participation in an elementary children’s theatre program. In order to achieve this objective, I interviewed 22 students who were 11-16 years old. They had previously held leading roles in any of the children’s theatre plays during their elementary school tenure. Interviews were conducted in two waves over a three month span of time. As a culmination of the interview process, a focus group (Wilkinson, 1997) was held in which students could discuss various perceived lasting effects of participation in a school sponsored children’s play. Interviews were conducted by two, third-party interviewers, and each interview lasted for approximately 20 minutes. The first wave (Firmin, 2006) of interviews was completed in two days, and the second wave of interviews was conducted approximately three months later. Ten students participated in the second wave of interviews.

Rationale for the Method

Phenomenological qualitative research is used to study participants’ unique perspective of an event or an experience to determine the essence of that experience (Creswell, 2013; Johnson & Christensen, 2004). The particular educational issue on which I focused was the residual effects of participation in a school sponsored elementary children’s theatre program. A phenomenological research method was necessary in order to uncover the essence of these perceived effects of the students involved.
Population of the Study

The population of the study consisted of 11-16 year old middle school, junior high, and high school students. The results of the study are most applicable to predominantly Caucasian students in a rural public school in the Midwest. Students in this study primarily came from homes of middle socioeconomic status.

Sample

Sample criteria and method of sampling. The adolescents chosen for this research were students who had held a “leading role” in an elementary children’s theatre program. I operationally defined a leading role as having 15 or more lines in the school play. Parental permission was included for each student involved in the study. A purposive (Mertler & Charles, 2008) sample was used for the study.

Rationale for the sample. The Plain City Elementary School’s children’s theatre program has been in existence since 2003. Approximately 25 students annually participate in the program. At the time of the research, it was neither feasible nor practical to interview all of the approximately 100 students who had been involved in the program. Many of the original characters had significantly reduced speaking parts, and some had none at all. The students who participated in the program with significantly smaller parts did not attend the rehearsals every day and, therefore, potentially could have skewed the data. I chose the students with the most prominent speaking parts because they had participated in the program every day from the beginning of the audition process until the final performances. Thirty-one students met the assigned criteria. Every student who met the criteria of 15 or more speaking parts was sent a letter of invitation to participate in the study. Nine students did not participate due to relocation to another
state following elementary school, lack of response, or inability to coordinate their schedule.

**Procedure**

*Instruments.* The instruments used for data collection involved handheld tape recorders, interviews, and a focus group. Two third-party adults interviewed the students to avoid researcher bias. One of the interviewers was assigned the role of group moderator for the focus group, enabling the discussion to stem from previous individual interviews. Standardized interview questions (Johnson, 2008) were prepared in advance around the major constructs of the perceived residual academic, personal, and social network effects (Appendix A). A second set of interview questions was prepared prior to the second wave of interviews (Appendix B).

*Pilot study.* The interview questions were reviewed by a select group of reviewers to clarify the organization and validity of the questions. Questions were then modified based on the comments of the reviewers (Leedy & Ormrod, 2010). The first wave of interviews was conducted in four days. The students interviewed on the first day were a random sample based on the students’ schedules. The information from the resulting interviews allowed me to make any modifications necessary for the subsequent interviews.

*Data collection methods.* The primary means of data collection was interviews, augmented by a focus group (Liamputtong, 2011; Wilkinson, 1997). In order to guard against researcher bias, two, third-party interviewers conducted one-on-one interviews following the interview guide approach (Appendix A). I completed the first wave of interviews in a one-week time period. Each interview lasted approximately 20 minutes.
After coding the collected data, a second wave (Firmin, 2006) of interviews was conducted (Appendix B). Based on the quality and depth of the original interviews, I selected certain students to participate in the second wave of questioning. The emergent themes from the preceding interviews contributed to this selection process, as well. This second round of questioning occurred three months after the original interviews transpired.

The second set of data collection occurred through a focus group (McMillan, 2012). All students involved in the study were invited to participate in this peer group discussion. A pizza dinner was provided as incentive for participation. Although more students had intended to participate, a small group of five students actually attended the scheduled focus group event. The interview questions from the second wave of interviews were used as the interview protocol (Appendix B). The focus group lasted approximately one hour.

*Relevant ethical considerations.* This phenomenological study posed no risk to the participants. Interviews were conducted in a familiar setting and, as a district representative, I was present for all interviews as a safety measure. Each building principal whose students participated in the interviews was notified and gave informed consent to the study. My own building principal also was kept abreast of the research process and gave consent to the use school facilities to conduct the interviews. Each participant’s parent or guardian was notified of the study, and they granted active informed consent, as well (Appendix C). Parents were informed that I would be supervising the interviews, taping, and transcribing them. Each participant also gave active assent to participate in the study. Parents and students were notified that
confidentiality would be upheld throughout the research process. Pseudonyms were used in the written results, and I was the only person who knew the participants’ true identity.

Methods of data analysis. I collected the data and coded it following Maxwell’s (2005) open coding structure. This means I did not begin the coding process with a preset list of constructs that I arbitrarily sought to verify. Rather, I used an inductive process. Then, I assessed the codes for repeated words, phrases, and overall themes (Bereska, 2003; Lichtman, 2013) using constant comparison of the transcripts (Johnson & Christensen, 2004). I had no presupposed themes in mind as I completed this process. Instead, I utilized reflexivity (Johnson & Christensen, 2004) in order to guard against potential researcher bias in the study’s results. Throughout this process, I also observed that saturation (Silverman, 2006) had occurred. In evaluating the transcripts, I was able to observe that the students repeatedly revealed similar themes. It was also clear that the students had no new data to share relative to the topic following the second interview wave and focus group participation.

I incorporated two methods as I assessed the codes. First, I removed potential themes that lacked sufficient support from the data (Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006). That is, some initial codes had been developed during the preliminary appraisal process. However, insufficient support was shown for all these particular codes. Therefore, the unsupported ones were discarded. Second, I combined several themes into similar constructs in order to format the results of the study in a clear and concise manner (Rubin & Rubin, 1995). This allowed me to succinctly summarize the students’ perceptions.

Safeguards to internal and external validity. I incorporated several safeguards in order to maintain the internal validity of my findings. First, I had been the director of the
plays, and I was instrumental in the creation of the children’s theatre program. This posed potentially serious threats to the validity of the results (Salkind, 2009). Consequently, in order to protect against researcher bias, I utilized third-party interviewers (Kvale, 2007). This allowed the students to be free to share whatever their experiences were as a result of participation in the play. Third, I used low-inference descriptors in my results (Johnson, 1997). As much as possible, responses were written verbatim to accurately reflect students’ feelings and experiences. Finally, I employed some triangulation (Patton, 2001), including two methods of data collection: interviews and a focus group.

Member checking (Mero-Jaffe, 2011) was another element utilized in order to enhance the study’s internal validity. In accordance with typical qualitative research protocol, I revisited numerous participants and shared with them the results of the present study. They evidenced general agreement with the findings, indicating that the results aptly reflected the sentiments that the participants had related during the interviews. Another means of augmenting internal validity included the creation of a data trail (Rodgers, 2008). This involved generating an organizing structure where the supporting quotations for the themes reported in the present study were categorized. A data trail, sometimes referred to as a data audit, enables external reviewers to assess the data and double-checks to ensure that the findings are adequately supported in the participants’ transcripts. Data trails also are useful for future researchers who may desire to replicate the present study or advance it further with future, additional samples. And finally, internal validity was enhanced by review from a qualitative researcher who was independent of the data collection and coding process (Cope, 2004). The robust nature of
the present findings was supported through independent review, with the intent to help to ensure that my own biases as a researcher were kept to a reasonable minimum.

There were limitations to the external validity of this study. Due to the nature of sampling and the limited scope of the study as action research, the results of the study cannot be generalized to a universal population (Hendricks, 2009). However, the most effective way to achieve external validity in qualitative research is by repeating the study in various settings (Raffanti, 2007). The goal of this particular study was to determine the potential residual effects of participation in a specific elementary school’s theatre program, as they were perceived by the leading performers. As such, the study can provide valuable data, potentially contributing to the overall literature of extracurricular activities and theatre-integration in classroom settings. As future researchers incorporate the findings of the present study into the results of other qualitative studies, using other samples, external validity eventually will emerge. That is, researchers will be able to tell how the present findings elucidate the overall picture or understanding of elementary school drama participation (Miller, 2008).
Chapter Four: Qualitative Analysis

I analyzed the data from students’ transcripts regarding their perceptions of the residual effects from participating in a school sponsored elementary theatre program. Each student held a leading role in at least one of the children’s plays during his or her elementary school tenure. The children’s theatre plays were modified fairy tales or other popular children’s stories, including Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, The Wizard of Oz, Alice in Wonderland and Peter Pan. Participation in the program included school auditions, daily rehearsals, and two final performances: a school assembly and an evening performance. The entirety of each program lasted approximately one month’s time. In keeping with a typical drama production, students’ names were included in a printed program which was distributed prior to the final evening performance, and students dressed up in costumes for their assigned roles. Overall, student perceptions of residual effects aligned with previous research results in multiple ways. Findings from the present study include academic effects, personal effects, and social effects. Students also described experiencing a connection to the theatre as a result of their participation in the theatre program.

**Academic Effects**

*Memorization.* Most students interviewed in the study reported improved memorization skills as one of the academic carry-over effects of having been in the
school play. Naturally, middle and high school students continue to develop metacognition abilities, and participants noted varying levels of self-awareness in this regard. Nonetheless, there was a resounding sentiment that memorizing skills learned during earlier play practices helped to improve future academic memorizing. Some participants related specific memorization techniques they learned during the duration of the plays. For example, Mia reported, “It [participation in the play] helped me memorize like if I just read it over and over.” Sophia shared a more advanced understanding when she discussed highlighting important parts as another memorization technique:

I learned how to, like, go through and memorize lines, and when I was studying for tests, I would highlight certain things I needed to know, and I would remember that. And that, for a fourth grader to remember that, that’s pretty big…especially a fourth grader like me.

Others mentioned memorization elements that research has shown to be associated with brain lateralization, such as the use of music. As an example, Ella stated: “I memorize stuff by song now, because I do my lines over and over again and like make a song up to them. And I also just go over and over and over again.”

Students also conveyed that memorization skills enabled them to retain content in various school-related subjects. That is, their participation not only aided the memorization process, involvement with plays also supported their efforts to learn subject-specific content. As an example, Ella stated: “I’m a lot better at memorizing, especially math facts.” Similarly, Ryan added: “The academic math bee, spelling bee, geography bee. It’s [participation in the play] affected that academically.” Tests and quizzes were two domains where participants indicated a belief that memorizing for
school plays helped them memorize better in other academic subjects. They believed that the skill sets learned early in their academic experience had a generalization effect on later learning abilities. Alexis boasted: “I’m like really good at remembering vocab words on tests, and remembering my lines and that kind of stuff.” Logan also stated his belief that memorizing lines provided success for spelling tests: “Cause we’ve had to do more things, now we’re doing spelling tests, where you kind of have to memorized the words more…it’s helped memorize them more, I think.”

Memorizing required speeches is another domain frequently mentioned by students who participated in the study. They expressed general sentiments that their previous practice with memorizing for school plays aided future memorization when they were required to make class oral presentations. For example Maya claimed that “I can memorize my speeches faster.” Addison believed that using the memorization techniques learned from school plays enabled her to demonstrate improvement in her public speaking skills. Evidently, some of the earlier trial and error attempts (from play practice) helped to winnow the range of options for students later – since they now have better conceptions of what works and tends not to work for respective students. Aiden illustrated: “Like for the memorization, I’ve used it for speeches again. So I could…I wouldn’t have to keep on using my note cards or whatever so I could have good eye contact.”

Public Speaking Skills. The ability to deliver better speeches was a second residual effect of participation in a children’s theatre play noted by most of the study’s participants. Development of effective public speaking skills is a learning objective of most school curricula, and students in the present study cited their previous play
experiences as undergirding what they later learned in other classes. For example, Jack specified the academic nature of these speeches: “Well, I use them [skills learned from play experiences] for speeches in fifth and sixth grade, and for poems when I was in elementary.” Similarly, both Gianna and Abigail remarked that they were able to use public speaking skills they learned from play participation when they later gave reports in front of their class at school. Jada likewise shared that she used public speaking skills as part of her role in middle school as the person who gave the morning announcements.

Another skill related to speaking in public is that of connecting with others. It can be a challenging art to learn – for people at any age. Some skill development in this area was related by individuals such as Lily when she stated: “I was a top gun in DARE, so I really needed to…say my stuff…like I meant it. And…I had to, like, make eye contact with the audience and stuff and move toward them, like that kind of thing.”

Many of the students listed specific features of good public speaking skills that they learned from participation in the elementary plays. They believed that a carry-over effect occurred, long after the participation in the play had ended. For example, Evelyn said:

And when you talk in front of your classmates and they’re all staring at you, wondering what you’re gonna say next, it’s like if you think back to the play, you have to speak loud, speak slowly, so they understood you and make sure that you were saying the words right.

Most of the study’s participants identified the ability to project their voices as a salient component of good public speaking they learned through participation in the play. Another common reference was enunciation or, in Ethan and Chloe’s words: “saying
things clearly.” Dramatic inflection was said to be a third facet of public speaking commonly noted by the students in the study. Naturally, they did not use this phrase in the interviews, but communicated the notion in a variety of ways. Students consistently spoke of trying to avoid monotone when communicating to groups. As examples, Julian discussed having “excitement” during different parts of his speech, Adriana stated that she had “a little bit more drama in my voice,” and Neveah said, “Sometimes I have more drama and stuff in my voice.”

**Personal Effects**

*Self Confidence.* One of the major constructs from the interview process was the residual effect of self-confidence. Confidence to speak in front of groups often is generated through experience. As such, it is a difficult construct to be taught only through book knowledge or lectures. Performance on stage seemingly helped to bolster students’ later confidence in class through their positively reinforced experiences. While many of the students succinctly stated that they had improved confidence as a result of participating in the play, perhaps Jayden stated the idea the most crisply:

I think it kind of made me more confident about myself, like knowing that I’ve achieved something, like, if I got the part or something. And I guess it just kind of made me more confident for just doing whatever in school and life.

Data from students’ interviews showed subsets within the larger, over-arching theme of self-confidence. One subset was that of having confidence in the face of potential failure. For example, Olivia stated that a benefit from the play was that she learned “to just go ahead and try out for something, you never know if you’re gonna make it or not.” Fear of failure is a natural, developmental emotion, experienced by
students at all ages. However, previous involvements with the play seemed to have a buffering effect, of sorts, for students in the sample in this regard. Grace stated: “Like, it gave me more confidence, and I just felt you had to do your best and if you didn’t, oh well.” The participants did not say in the interviews that fear went away or they never experienced anxiety. Rather, their experience with play involvement was said to help provide a counter-factor that helped either keep fear in check or compensated for anxiety to over-ride it at times. For example, in regards to the audition process relating to potential failure, Steven stated: “I learned how to…go out and put yourself out there even if you can’t always make it, it’s just fun to try.”

Second, participants in the study revealed another confidence subset via an existential, bolstered sense of confidence in whom they are as individuals. Obviously, all teens are finding their own respective ways in life, and involvement in plays was not said to be the panacea for “finding themselves.” Nonetheless, enhanced self-awareness occurred through the process. Rebecca said that she learned “to…be who, like, I am and my character, not just hide.” Self-insight is a valuable construct and can be cogent when young people begin to achieve it. Gabrielle said that participation in the play taught her a valuable lesson about herself:

“I learned that…I wasn’t that scared of being in front of people…You know, before the plays, I was completely nervous. I’m like, ‘Is everybody gonna hate me or something?’ and I just learned to really be myself, and…that I really was pretty good at speaking in front of people, and I was really comfortable doing that.”
The students universally stated that the self-insight they received from being in the play was positive. That is, they believe what they learned about themselves contributed positively to how their self-esteem had developed up to the point when the interviews were conducted. For example, Ava stated that participation in the audition process taught her to exercise greater levels of transparency, “showing them, like, who I am.” Micah learned that “I enjoy speaking. Being in front of a crowd…when I have like this solo, speaking over a long part, you get center of the stage, everyone’s looking at you. I guess I like that feeling.”

A third confidence subset for students involved having more confidence in the area of making social connections. Like most participants in the study, Jocelyn said that acting has really helped her to make new friends. Students did not tell the interviewers that they necessarily became popular among their peers or that they were the most popular in their respective classes. Rather, they felt an enriched sense of social connection. As an example, Lily participated in the play when she was in third grade. She stated that participation in the play helped her align satisfying social networks:

I became more social, because… I was more like, the kid in the corner. Didn’t really want to hang out with anyone. And then, once I did the school play…I started branching out more.

Similarly, Will said that participation in the play allowed him to embolden his confidence “to meet new people, instead of, like, hanging back.”

Fourth, students revealed that participation in the play also resulted in enhanced self-confidence to be on stage in spite of potential opposition or negative feedback from other people. Developmentally, young people are hard-wired to eschew rejection.
However, previous participation in the school play seemed to provide some psychological resiliency to becoming overwhelmed or captured by these natural tendencies. Katie shared sentiments of many in the study when she stated that, if someone told her she did a poor job in the play, she would say something as, “Oh, well, I still did it. And I like that kind of thing.” Similarly, Emma said the play benefited her life in the same way: “I can be whatever I want to be…it doesn’t matter what your friends do. It doesn’t matter what they think. If you want to do what you wanna do, then do it.” The students in the study spoke in terms of taking ownership of their performance, irrespective of what others later said or thought. This type of perspective seemingly facilitated a healthy confidence development. For instance, concerning potential criticism from others, Bryce said, “I’ve made sure I wasn’t really ashamed of what I’d done. Cause…there’s always going to be someone to criticize you, but you gotta be proud of what you do.”

A fifth subset of confidence development reported by students was that their self-efficacy was improved as a result of positive feedback from adults and their peers. Similar to most participants, Ashlyn stated: “And then, after I got like a bunch of ‘good jobs,’ ‘you looked really good,’ I was more confident with myself because people were like, congratulating me.” Students did not speak in terms of feeling haughty about their performance; they conveyed a reasonable degree of humility. Nonetheless, there was a healthy sense of pride in terms of feeling affirmed by others. For example, Rachel shared her reactions to positive feedback during the play:

Well, like, whenever that happens, it just like makes me feel really good. Just like, when someone just comes up and randomly says good job about the play or whatever. It just makes my day better, because it’s like, ‘Oh, well, thanks.’
McKenna mused about the effect that the applause from the audience at the end of the play had when she said:

And you get done and then they’re all cheering. And then they’re up and then they’re standing and like they’re just having a great time and stuff. And then that, like, boosted my confidence so much to say, like, I can do it. And it’s not embarrassing, it’s just for fun. And so that really boosted my confidence.

As noted earlier, students reported that they received both positive and negative feedback from their performances in the play production. However, the positive ones seemingly overshadowed the negative – at least retrospectively, in how the students currently recall the over-riding effects. Most students, like Gracie, agreed that self-confidence increased due to positive feedback:

It [being in the play] did increase my confidence because, like, you aren’t all nervous in the beginning and then you realize, well, these…are your family or your friends watching you and they’ll support you. And it’s just like great to get compliments at the end.

Caroline described her own experience in perhaps the most notable manner as she discussed the relationship between self-confidence and coming back to class after performing in the school-wide assembly: “And I really liked the first play, because once we came back into the classroom, all the classmates started asking for autographs and that really got my confidence up.”

Finally, students believed that their self-confidence increased as a result of satisfaction received in the finished product of the children’s plays. For example, Peyton recalled his sense of pride in having completed the school play in such a short period of
time. He said: “We would know what to do, and I always thought it was kind of cool how just in a couple months or weeks or so, we could put together something that turned out so well.” Similarly, Henry illustrated: “It was…kind of cool to be able to get up in front of everybody and kind of share what we’d been working. I learned that you should be proud of what you’ve done and be able to share it with others.” This sense of accomplishment at the completion of the production seemed to cause students to become cognizant of their capabilities, thus strengthening their confidence in these abilities. For example, Dominic said: “I was able to [go] up in front of a lot of people, the entire school and their parents, and be able to perform the part I had been given and know that I did a good job.” One component of a play that defines its completion is the curtain call. Although the students did not refer to the curtain call by name, they did describe the effect it had on their confidence as they took their final bows together. This moment of a play in which camaraderie meets external approval resonated with the students and further increased their self-confidence. Xavier described how the final bow affected his confidence:

I do think that…just the group bows at the end of the plays all kind of boosted my confidence a little bit. Because we’d all be standing there together, there was a kind of a feeling of togetherness that you had when you were up there. And it really made you think about how all of you had worked together to accomplish something piece by piece. Put it all together and make it a masterpiece at the end.

Overcoming Fears. Students also relayed that participation in the play affected how they dealt with their fears. The initial audition process is one element of a play that can increase student fear. Often, society views stressful situations for elementary
students, such as auditions, in a negative light because of the emotional stress and anxiety it may cause them. However, involvement in tryouts can allow students to experience this anxiety in a controlled environment so that they learn how to work through it in a healthy manner. As an example, Victor stated that auditioning for the play helped him to overcome his fears: “You were nervous because you wanna do well. But you have to just let yourself do as well as possible without letting your nerves get in your way.”

Performing the play for an audience also can increase student anxiety. Although the idea of acting onstage in front of students’ family and friends was deemed to be a root of their fear, students seemed to find catharsis via the performance itself. For many of the students, their anxiety dissipated when they stepped onto the stage and recited their lines. The reality of performing overcame their fear of the audience. For example, Leo said: “You know, like, when you first step out there’s the initial, ‘Oh me! A lot of people out here.’ But then…that only lasts five seconds once you get absorbed in what you’re saying in the play and it just goes away pretty easily.” Everett also discussed how quickly his fears subsided during his first play: “So, I was kind of nervous, but then you get up there and you just kind of get all those feelings and it’s not quite as hard as you think it’s gonna be.”

While students’ immediate fears dissolved after they successfully began the play, the success of having performed the play seemed to diminish students’ performance anxiety in the future. That is, having performed a play in elementary school, students seemed to have less fear regarding subsequent opportunities to perform or speak in front of an audience. For example, Vivienne shared the sentiments of most students when she stated:
I wasn’t really that good of an actress because I was kind of afraid of being in front of people and everything. But after I’ve been in different plays, I’ve been able to act in front of people and not be as scared of like what they think and stuff. Similarly, Cora talked about the very first play she did in the children’s theatre program:

The…play was the first time I ever got in front of people and talked….And so, um, I went up there and like I’m scared to death. But then…I didn’t forget any of my lines and I just, I haven’t been really scared since that.

Sometimes, success begets success. This principle tended to be true for students in this study. Max agreed: “I was afraid to go out onstage at that time. But like, now I really am a lot better with that and I have no fear at all. And I enjoy it a lot more, like talking in front of people.”

Making mistakes. Participants in the study also reported what they learned about making mistakes. Sometimes, students tend to view errors as a failure, not a learning experience. Through participation in the play, however, students were able to see that everyone makes mistakes. Furthermore, they realized that it can be acceptable to do so; errors are a normal part of their life experiences. Austin aptly said: “I think it kind of made me realize that making mistakes is OK, and like, everybody makes them and stuff.”

Students often described themselves as pushing forward toward their later academic goals – despite some setbacks. Their early experiences with the school play were said to have been positive contributors to that end. For instance, another student, Cooper spoke of his experiences with mistakes that were made during performances: “It’s OK if you make mistake[s], ‘cause we would go through it. And we’d mess up a line or something and it
would be OK, we’d just keep on moving on. It doesn’t really matter. Everyone makes mistakes.”

More than just enabling students to realize that mistakes happen, participation in the play reportedly allowed them to learn specific adaptive techniques when a mistake occurred. Some of the participants recalled the strategies they used to resolve the mistakes that were made onstage. First, Arabella said: “It doesn’t matter, just keep on going. Cause otherwise, if you don’t go on, the thing falls apart.” Elyse agreed with this strategy:

Well, like in the play, if you make a mistake, you gotta move on…if your friend is like standing right beside you and your line is right after hers and she messes up or forgets a line, you just gotta go with it. If there’s a pause, say your line, just skip her line and move on. Cause you want to keep the play going. So, if you make a mistake, I guess you just keep going. Just forget about it.

A healthy sense of resiliency evolved, and this was said to have generalized to other, later life domains as stated by another student, Ivy, who learned that “you just go back and do it…if you forget, just make it up.”

Students also had the opportunity to correct their mistakes because they had two performances. If mistakes were made during the first performance, students potentially could correct those mistakes during the public performance. This allowed them to absolve their original errors, which seemed to complete the learning process of making a mistake, working through it, and resolving to change future behaviors in order to prevent the same mistake from happening again. Naomi recalled a specific instance in which a mistake was made and how the cast dealt with that mistake, as well as how they corrected
the mistake for the second performance. This was a skill that reportedly later became part of her life repertoire. She stated:

The second one I did…I think we messed up our lines. Like, we totally missed an act. And like, I don’t know whose fault it was. I think I might have said the wrong line or somebody else, and then it got other people involved with the wrong lines and stuff. So, we ended up totally missing an act…and it was good because it wasn’t like we missed a whole big thing, but we all made the mistake that we missed the act. And then, um, the next time…we did it for everybody else and like the parents, and then we made sure the mistake wasn’t made again.

**Practicing.** Students also reported that participation in the school play taught them about practice, an important life skill. Many of the students reflected on the benefit of practice. They found that performing the play and their understanding of the characters improved due to repeated practice. For example, Noah said: “It’s easier once you like practice…it’s just easier how to do stuff.” Seth agreed, “I knew that practicing helps, I just found out that practicing boosts my performance.” Students consistently remarked that they carried-over the construct of practice effects to other areas of academic learning. As an example, John commented: “I think you have to practice a lot. Like practice makes perfect. That saying kind of applies.”

Students recalled the importance of learning their lines for the play, specifically how memorizing the script required intensive practice. They learned that, in order to be successful, they needed to avoid procrastination and utilize their time prudently, both at school and at home. Delilah encapsulated the sentiments of most students regarding indolence: “You can’t procrastinate when you’re doing it. You can’t learn it till the last
day before the play. You have to be doing it and doing it and doing it.” Repeatedly, students remarked that procrastination during life-in-general would lead to eventual trouble. This was a concept that evidently first became most clear regarding the importance of practice. Archer stated: “Well, you know you had to practice the play. You had to get it out and practice it. Come to the play practices, practice it at home. Recite it in front of the mirror. Get your facial expressions; say it in front of your parents and all of them.” Aaliyah discussed the importance of practice as well, focusing on the effect of not practicing on the production: “I practice a whole lot on my lines…you need to have them down and if you don’t you could ruin the play for everybody else and get everybody on different lines and confused and mixed up.” This exercise of character was said to be an element that students believed contributed to their respective current academic success.

Working hard. Students also discussed the importance of hard work. They found that they had to resolve themselves mentally in order to complete the task before them. Often this mental resolve was connected to the memorization of their lines or the analysis of the characters. This recognition of their determination to focus on a task until its completion potentially was said to have had long-lasting benefits for the students. Having recognized their fortitude through participation in the play, students said that they were better able to exercise the same strength of will as they now complete new tasks and assignments in the future. For instance, Ezra stated:

In my first play…I learned about working hard...Because a lot of times, I would need to have to tell myself to practice my lines, even though I didn’t always want to. But, then I’d have to, just so I could get through crunch time to be able to
finish the play. And so, that kind of helped me be more self-motivated to do things.

Adrian also noted that it was important to work on memorizing lines outside of practice. He said: “And I got the script and you know you have to work hard to get that and get your lines to where you want it to be. And you know, you have to be determined to get that done.” Regarding the relationship between plays and hard work, as well as its application to the future, Hunter reported: “Well, plays are usually a lot of hard work, like practice and practice. And I think that helped me realize that nothing really comes easy. It’s not just gonna come to you, you have to work at it and practice.”

Taking responsibility. Students also discussed that they learned about being responsible through participation in the children’s plays, particularly in the area of memorizing their lines. They reported being more cognizant that accomplishing such a task required a certain amount of self-discipline and motivation. For instance, Louisa said: “It really helped me being responsible and working on my lines and working on…how I express my lines and stuff. And it helped me with being responsible and getting down what I need to get done.” From a developmental perspective, learning responsibility is a key task (Feldman, 2009). Participation in plays was said to have contributed positively to students’ character development in this regard. Bennett shared perspectives similar to most, saying how he believed responsibility related to procrastination. He said: “They’d say you have to memorize your lines by this date, or else, like, we’ll be behind and it wouldn’t be good. So, it kind of showed me to get things done on time, and not to procrastinate or anything.”
Students most often reported being able to transfer the lessons learned regarding responsibility to other areas of their lives. This understanding seemed to be categorized in two ways. First, students linked responsibility as an essential component of being mature. One of the oldest students in the study, Sophia, explicitly related responsibility to development toward adulthood. She stated: “It’s being mature and acting grown up and learning to take responsibility for my actions. And learn how to just be a mature, young adult.” Second, students indicated that they transferred their understanding of responsibility to its use in other aspects of their lives. Similar to other students, Colton said:

I need to have everything ready and I need to know exactly what I’m gonna be doing. And that kind of applied to other things in life, like school work. I have to have my homework done on time. Soccer practice, I have to have everything, I have to be there on time, do all the drills on time, everything.

Students’ early experiences with play practice were said to have been formative. That is, the practices provided learning experiences in character development. As students appraised their current levels of diligence, they indicated an ability to connect those levels back towards lessons learned during rehearsals.

Social Effects

Teamwork. Participants of the study believed that involvement in the play positively affected their later ability to work as members of a team. They reported learning that part of teamwork involved listening to the views of others and compromising in order to complete tasks or solve problems. Students discussed the need
to listen to everyone’s viewpoints in order to solve problems or make plans. For instance, Silas said:

   You have to kind of take other people’s ideas and use them with the play. You can’t just always do what you want to do, or what the directors want to do. You kind of have to discuss what everybody wants, in their plans for the play.

The art of negotiation and compromise often is a requisite for life vocational success. Students indicated that their play practices helped them understand the essence of this concept. Ruby spoke for most in the participant group:

   You learn to work with others. You can’t just stick to your idea, you learn to like talk to others. And if there’s a problem, you have to learn to work it out. Cause you have to try to still put on a good performance.

Students believed that a cooperative environment in which teamwork occurs promoted a sense of community. Students reported experiencing the ability to work through disagreements and problems, as well as helping each other through difficulties as an essential component of this community dynamic. When these skills were utilized, students seemed to feel as though they were connected in a more meaningful way. For example, Rosalie described one of the plays and how they worked together as a team:

   There was…14 or 15 people on the cast...So…we all worked together and like if somebody forgot a line or something, like we’d back each other up. Or if somebody, like, didn’t get something perfect, we’d help somebody. And like a lot of people helped me, and like everybody was just helping each other. So we were like one big family.
Developmentally, teenagers have a natural bent toward self-centeredness (Bergen, 2008). Obviously, previous participation in plays did not eradicate these tendencies. However, it did help to provide a broader perspective for the students in the sample, allowing them to be able to see beyond themselves at times. For example, Sawyer related the sentiments of most participants when stating:

I definitely learned that working with a team is…a very valuable thing to be able to do. Um, when we were in the plays, at rehearsals, we would definitely have to work together to kind of get through crunch time. And, we would have to all work together because we’d have to listen to each other’s cues, try to remember our lines and sometimes try to remember other people’s lines. And so, we all just kind of had to, even if we didn’t like each other all that much, be a big family, to get everything done.

*Positive Social Networks.* Students reported a positive connection to the director of the children’s plays, principal, and school teachers who did not assist with the productions. Many of the students felt a particular special bond with the director of the plays. For instance, Eleanor stated: “You have, like a bigger connection to them. Like, you understood them more.” Also, the participants felt more at ease with the director and developed a greater respect for her due to seeing her work on the play. Quinn related the sentiments of most students: “Yeah, I think that whoever you’re doing the play with, you become closer to them and like, you’re more relaxed when you’re around those teachers.” Aaron discussed the close connection to the director, as well: “I felt a lot closer to the teachers, like the director, and I respected them more, seeing how hard they worked and everything.” One likely reason for the bond was that the director’s personality traits
became more apparent as well as her personal theatre and life experiences, allowing students to view her as a “person,” not just a “teacher” in the school. For instance, Zoe recalled: “They’ll start telling you a story and you can relate to them better.” Finn talked about how the teachers were less inhibitive, as well: “You kind of get to see the other sides of teachers, ‘cause…there’s not everyone around them, so they can kind of be theirselves, too.”

The knowledge of and the connection to the teacher appears to be cyclical. That is, as the students came to know the director, they felt more connected to her. The students most remembered the encouragement that the director provided throughout the course of the play. This support seemed to deepen a positive connection to her. For example, Avery said: “She kept on giving me the encouragement that I needed to keep on going and going. Especially the note before *Alice in Wonderland* and the cookies and stuff. That really encouraged me.” Jovan concisely summed up both the connection and the encouragement:

I felt more connected with [the play director] during and after the plays…she honestly wanted us to be able to do better and to accomplish what we wanted to achieve, especially the younger people like me in the first play when…she could tell we were kind of nervous. We didn’t know exactly what we were doing, but she helped us. Told us what we needed to hear and got us through.

Students also reported a different type of connection to the school principal. Many elementary students previously viewed the principal as a disciplinarian, which can naturally lead to a sense of unease. The play seemed to provide a topic of conversation between the students and their principal. Apparently, students felt more connected to her
due to conversations during school and afterwards, at practices, and they and were able to view her differently, as a result. For instance, Jerry said: “I felt more comfortable around them. Like, I didn’t say, ‘Oh, gosh, that’s the principal!’ I felt more, like, you know...you joke around more, know ‘em better.” Also referring to the connection to the principal, Lela said:

I’ve had a lot more respect for them. Like I see them more as a normal person, too...Because before, I was like, ‘Oh, it’s the principal, be on your best behavior.’ But now, I see them, like, ‘Hey! It’s the principal, what’s up?’

Participants also reported that they were able to converse more easily with other teachers in the school due to participation in the play. Students found that after teachers had seen the school play, they would encourage the students by giving the participants compliments about the show. The play became a catalyst for student and teacher conversations. Lina illustrated: “They...would say good job, and we’d get into a conversation, and then, um, we’d have a really good time.” These personal involvements provided natural opportunities for teachers and students to link in positive ways. The carry-over effects for students - long after the play was finished - deepened. Robyn shared the sentiments of most: “I talked more with the teachers and had more fun with them,” and similarly, Clay stated: “In classes afterwards and stuff, the teachers would...often kind of, just have conversations with you about the play. It brought up conversation subjects and things like that.”

*Peer Social Networks.* The students continuously discussed the positive peer-networks that were created due to participation in the play. Some participants tried out for a school play in order to spend time with their original group of friends; however,
others shared how they were able to meet new friends. For example, Kirk stated: “I think like, whoever was…in the play with you, your friends in the cast, I think you become closer to them and you just know more about them.” Elementary school tends to be different from high school in that it is more compartmentalized by grade-level. Third graders spend time with third graders, fourth graders spend time with fourth graders, and so forth. The play seemed to build friendships across that grade level divide. In Caleb’s words: “In the play, there were…people that you know, like, they’d be in different classes and we wouldn’t know them very well. And, because of the play, you’d get to know them.” Often, these friendships were said to have continued beyond the play’s production. A type of camaraderie was said to have developed among the cast. Jude exemplified: “‘Cause I was in the third grade and didn’t really know anyone in the grades above, so when we’d do the plays, I’d get to know them. And I’m still friends with a bunch of them now.”

Participants shared that the play provided a common interest among new friends. Students were able to connect with people who shared similar interests and skill-sets. For example, Billy stated that rehearsals really gave me a chance to connect with teachers and my peers that were also in the play, because we all shared a common interest there. Everyone there liked acting, liked performing, and liked speaking in front of others. So, we were able to connect on some level with that.

Also, Roxy felt like she was able to make new friends “’cause we know at least one thing we have in common.” This connection was viewed as an outlet from other peers with whom students were typically friends. That is, most often, none of their “everyday”
friends had an interest in theatre, but the new friends in the play shared that interest. In this respect, participation in the plays tended to enhance students overall school experiences. The new friendships helped students broaden their social networks, providing exposure to a larger population of social networks. Marian illustrated the sentiments of most:

Oh, it’s really fun working with different people, because…not a lot of my friends are into acting and stuff, so I get to meet a bunch of new people and we get to work together to come up with good ideas for the play and make it really good.

*Love of the theatre.* Participants consistently shared a continued love of the theatre and acting, as well as a desire to participate in more plays, later in their educational trek. Because the play often was the first real experience that students had on stage, they were able to realize an interest in something new. Anita said, “It’s been, like, a great experience. I mean, I keep doing plays. Like, I just love acting.” Having an initial experience that was positively reinforced helped foster a latent talent that participants indicated. Anthony illustrated this point: “I think it’s really fun, and I never really knew what acting was, but then I realized I was good at it. And it’s given me something to do in my free time, instead of like, sitting around and watching TV.” Due to their new-found interest in theatre, many of the students decided to participate in future plays as they grew up. For example, Reuben shared that “being in plays makes me want to do more and more with acting, just as I go down the road.” The initial participation in acting gave students a small taste of what they were capable. They enjoyed the taste and wanted more of it. Julia related: “Yeah, I loved it so much when I first started doing plays, and I just wanted to keep on going.” Having decided to participate in more plays,
many of the students have auditioned for and performed in plays and other theatre activities since the elementary productions. For example, Wayne said, “I’ve been in two other plays since then and I enjoy the overall experience of them.” Brian, in particular, shared that his experiences with the elementary plays led him to attend an acting camp.

Summary

This study revealed students’ perceptions of the effects of participation in an elementary school play. Students revealed a love of theatre and a desire to continue along that extracurricular path. The perceived residual effects of participation in an elementary children’s theatre program were increased academic, personal and social skills, including positive social networks. Additionally, students reported the transferability of specific academic and personal skills to domains outside of the performing arts.
Chapter Five: Discussion and Implications

The purpose of this study was to examine adolescents’ perceptions of the residual effects of participation in a school sponsored elementary program. It is clear that students believe that their experiences with a school-sponsored theatre program positively affected them in the years following their participation in the elementary plays. The students revealed specific academically-related skills that they believed were positively influenced as a result of participating in the school plays. They also believed themselves to have a greater sense of self-confidence and an increased measure of personal life-skills due to participation in the play. Furthermore, the students revealed a greater sense of connection to various members of the school community. Within the framework of previous literature, this study’s results endorse future development of school sponsored elementary programs. Additionally, it provides a foundation for future research in the field of extracurricular activities as they relate to elementary school students.

Interpretation of the Results

This present study focused on the perceived effects of participation in a school-sponsored elementary children’s theatre program. The overarching theme of the study related to the enhanced academic, verbal, and social abilities garnered by students involved in the plays. These included increased memorization skills, improved public speaking skills, and developed social networks. Upon analyzing these enhanced abilities, it is apparent that there are five main interpretations regarding the results of the study.
Improvement of specific academic related skills. First, in this research study, students revealed that participation in the school play enhanced both their ability to memorize information effectively as well as their public speaking abilities. These skills are promoted by school curricula as students progress through a public school system. In fact, some school districts are moving to a framework in which students must complete a senior project as part of graduation requirements (Dotson & Grimes, 2010). The project typically requires students to formally present their findings relating to a project based on their academic interests. As a specific example, the state of Ohio Department of Education recently adopted the Common Core Standards ("Revised Academic Content Standards," 2012) which includes an expectation for adolescents to develop and utilize speaking and listening skills that are necessary for formal presentations. By engaging these academic related skills at a relatively early age, through involvement in a children’s theatre program, students are at an advantage for increased success in school.

Set a positive trajectory for future utilization of enhanced verbal abilities.

Second, students involved in the present study specifically reported learning skills such as speaking loudly and clearly. Following the previously noted example in Ohio, based on the recently approved Common Core Standards ("Revised," 2012), students are expected to utilize public speaking skills as one component of their education. For instance, beginning in kindergarten, students are expected to tell a story in class audibly. By third grade, they are expected to present information audibly and use appropriate pacing. In middle school, students are expected to maintain eye contact, speaking clearly with appropriate volume. Because these skills are an intrinsic part of the educational standards, development of an elementary theatre program is apropos for curriculum
enhancement. Such a program provides a resource for the educational community to set a positive trajectory for students’ success in utilizing enhanced verbal abilities, such as memorization and public speaking skills. Students are able to garner early positive experience in these prior to official academic assessment. Participation in an elementary theatre program can allow students to more adequately meet these standards throughout their educational careers.

*Create a primacy effect.* Third, participation in the plays seemed to create a primacy effect. This is a longstanding principle in social psychology (Deese, 1957) whereby the first exposure to a received stimulus is given substantial weight by the recipient. In the present context, students seemed to have found their initial exposure to theatre to be particularly cogent (Feldman, 2001). In particular, students revealed a positive first impression of the theatre and also public speaking. Students also reported that they developed useful life and social skills through their participation in the plays. Sustained participation in theatre over time can allow students to continue developing these skills. Therefore, through an initial first impression of the theatre and public speaking via an elementary extracurricular program, a lasting impression can take effect and may be beneficial in developing useful social and life skills.

*Success begets success.* Fourth, the students in this present study discussed their sense of pride in completing the play and feeling a sense of accomplishment at the end of the program. This healthy sense of pride and accomplishment seemed to motivate the students to try other theatre activities and programs, as well as attempt other future endeavors because they had been relatively successful in the elementary play. Many of the students continued to participate in children’s plays and other public speaking
opportunities. It would seem that, in this sense, success begets success. That is, early success in the elementary theatre program tended to cause a domino effect leading to future success and accomplishment.

Elementary plays are worth funding. Fifth, the students reported numerous positive effects relating to participation in the school play. Many of these effects related to enhanced verbal abilities and social skills. These abilities and skills are foundational to success throughout the schooling process. Therefore, the positive outcomes relating to participation in a school-funded elementary theatre program bolster the belief that elementary plays are worth the resources invested in the endeavors. That is, it behooves the leaders of a school district to provide monetary assistance in order to develop the most effective elementary theatre programs possible.

Potential Applications of the Findings.

In education, students are presented with a plethora of activities and programs designed to enhance their overall growth and development. However, too much involvement in these programs can cause students undue stress and anxiety (Brown, Nobiling, Teufel, & Birch, 2011). Educational professionals therefore should review the potential outcomes of each program in order to determine its influence on the students who are involved. This process allows school districts to ordinarily appropriate funding to the most beneficial programs and enhanced learning opportunities for adolescents. It also allows programs to be designed more effectively to promote students’ positive development in academic and life skills. Based on the findings of this study, there are three relevant applications for educators and school districts.
Devote adequate attention to the design of an elementary theatre program. The first relevant application for the present study stems from the primacy effect. Because students’ first experiences with theatre and public speaking were seemingly positive, they shared a continued desire to participate in activities utilizing these components. Students generally expressed gratitude for the elementary plays because they believed that their early experiences in the theatre program in elementary school were a catalyst for their continued involvement in theatre and public speaking. Because the first experience with theatre and public speaking seems so impactful, it is crucial for teachers and school district leaders to devote apt attention to the design of the programs. One component of a successful children’s theatre program should involve careful study and application of developmental psychology so that the program will positively impact students as they address issues such as overcoming fears and managing anxiety. Another aspect of a successfully designed program involves careful selection of the script. It should be written for children actors; that is, the children should be able to understand the characters and their motivations. Also, the themes of the story should be relevant to the young people involved in the play. This is important because children are most influenced by literature that is selected based on their development (Dwyer & Neuman, 2008).

Incorporate opportunities for future interactions. Participation in the elementary plays seemed to create social connections between peers and teachers, alike. However, the span of time in which students are involved with a play’s production is relatively short. In order to cultivate positive relationships between peers, and also between students and staff over time, teachers should create deliberate opportunities for follow-up
through scheduled interactions. For instance, reunion parties for cast members might be scheduled, say every two years, in order for students to reconnect and reflect on their experiences. These scheduled reunions may also foster continued meaningful connections between the students as they interact with each other. Furthermore, teachers spearheading the elementary theatre programs may become student mentors over time. This can promote increased school engagement (Klem & Connell, 2004).

*Provide funding for continued theatre programs.* Students revealed many positive effects from participation in the play, including increased public speaking skills, enhanced social skills and improved self-confidence. Many of these skills will be assessed over the course of their academic careers. Therefore, it is beneficial for a school district to continue funding the elementary children’s program. Moreover, because students revealed an increased interest in future participation in theatre and public speaking, it would also benefit a school district to develop and maintain a theatre program district-wide. Additional programs in both middle school and junior high school will enable students to maintain the skills learned as part of the elementary program and potentially can continue to improve those skills as students mature. These additional programs serve as a transition from students’ initial theatre experiences in elementary to the traditional high school theatre experiences typically in place.

*Biblical Integration*

Biblical truth is embedded into research of a children’s theatre program. God devoted an entire book of the Bible to one man’s quest in search of truth in the world around him. In Ecclesiastes 1:3, Solomon said, “I devoted myself to search for understanding and to explore by wisdom everything being done in the world.” The
The wisest man on earth set out to understand the world around him and find wisdom and truth in it. This biblical example of research demonstrates the importance of assessing our own smaller worlds for wisdom and truth, just as Solomon did more globally. As a Christian in the world of education, I need to research each aspect of my work responsibilities in order to determine how I need to approach those responsibilities. If I am participating in leading a children’s theatre program, then it is my responsibility to understand essential aspects of the benefits and potential outcomes that a theatre program can have on the lives of the children in my school district.

Moreover, the Bible is clear that children are of great importance to God. In Matthew 19, Jesus made time to be with children and to care for them. He is our example in how we must relate to children in this world. Having learned of the perceived residual effects of participation in a children’s program, involvement in such a program as a director and mentor is one way in which I can follow Christ’s example. If a stronger social network is created between mentor and student, then that creates a situation in which students can be ministered to in the name of Christ and my life becomes an investment in theirs.

Scripture does not mention theatre, specifically. In Matthew 6:16, Jesus did use the same Greek word for “hypocrite,” which was “actor.” Some Christians use this verse to conclude that theatre and acting were not approved by God (Morgan, 1966). However, the arts and creativity is displayed throughout the Bible and many instances exist in which dramatic components are utilized in Scripture. For example, the first divine trait revealed in Genesis was that of God as the creator. We are made in the image of God; therefore, we are creative creatures. One of the most striking commentaries on the
importance of artists and creativity in Scriptures occurs in Exodus 31:1-5. Bazalel, the son of Uri, was the first man God described as being filled with the Spirit: “I have filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all kinds of crafts – to make artistic designs for work in gold, silver and bronze, to cut and set stones, to work in wood, and to engage in all kinds of craftsmanship.” He was an artist chosen by God to use his gifts to glorify Him through obedience to His calling. In another artistic moment of worship, David danced in worship to God as the Ark of the Covenant was carried into the city. Performance itself is used in Ezekiel 4:1-8 when God details a plan for Ezekiel to dramatize the siege of Jerusalem. In this narrative, God is using the tool of theatre to model a picture for the people of Israel.

In a Christian school, teachers and staff members who lead a theatre program can share these truths openly with the students. Additionally, John Eldredge (2004) said: “Every story, great and small, shares the same essential structure because every story we tell borrows its power from a Larger Story, a Story woven into the fabric of our being” (p.12). Christian school teachers also can discuss openly how stories dramatized on stage model truths from Scripture. However, public school teachers are more limited in the open discussion of such truths. Instead, a Christian teacher organizing a theatre program in a public school must focus on shaping the creative gifts God has given the students. Eventually, students who receive Christ through salvation may be able to see more clearly how the gifts God has given them can be used to bring Him glory.

Relation of the Results to Literature

Much of the findings of this study align congruently with the literature pertaining to creative drama and extracurricular activities. However, there were two main
exceptions to this alignment. First, Barnett and Weber’s (2008) study of mothers’ perceptions of extracurricular activities reported that the mothers believed participation in theatre enhanced creativity, but that it had no relation to social skills. Student responses in the present study indicated that social skill enhancement was a prime positive effect of their participation. Not one student discussed experiencing enhanced creativity. Perhaps the difference in the sample group, one evaluating the parents’ perceptions and the other evaluating the students’ perceptions, accounted for the seemingly contradictory findings. Each group may view the overall effects of participation in elementary programs differently due to their respective vantage points.

Another seemingly contradictory finding concerned the academic component of grades. Some of the published research literature concerning academic effects discussed grades and specific subject areas that were improved as a result of participation in extracurricular activities (Broh, 2002; Darling, 2005; Fredricks & Eccles, 2006). However in this present study, the student interviews reported specific academic skills learned, such as memorization and public speaking skills, without mention of grades or academic achievement. This may be due to the differences in the format of the study. The literature findings came from longitudinal data which included grades as a component. Whereas, this present study focused on the perceptions of the students involved in the program with no data specifically given or requested concerning grades.

The findings of the present study were consistent with much of the research relating to personal effects for students involved in extracurricular activities. For example, the high school students involved in a study conducted by Larson and Brown (2007) discussed how they were able to address feelings of anxiety through peer support.
The adolescents’ responses in the present study revealed similar findings. Therefore, this study seems to extend the previous literature’s findings to elementary school plays.

The research literature discussed school connectedness or bonding, self-esteem, and self-confidence as potential outcomes of high school extracurricular activities in general (Bates, 2007; Cosden et al., 2004; Dotterer et al., 2007). The qualitative findings of the present study revealed essentially the same positive outcomes for elementary school plays as were evidenced in students’ high school extracurricular activities. That is, the majority of adolescents involved in the elementary children’s theatre study spoke of self-confidence as one perceived outcome that developed through participation in the elementary plays, just as the previous literature demonstrated development of self-esteem as a result of participation in high school extracurricular activities.

Another theme in the present study that was consistent with the previous research literature involved social skills and networks. Students in Yassa’s (1999) study reported that they listened to other high school students’ varying ideas as they incorporated creative drama in high school classes. They also attempted to accomplish their goals despite differing viewpoints through compromise. Similarly, students in this current study reported learning to use teamwork in order to accomplish their goals of successfully presenting an elementary school play. Therefore, the results of the present study seemingly extend Yassa’s (1999) previous findings regarding the use of creative drama in high school to elementary school plays.

Finally, in Pitts’ (2007) study regarding the high school musical production of Anything Goes, high school students reported their perceptions and responses concerning the costs and benefits of participation in a high school musical. The high school students
discussed that the program in which they participated provided social opportunities and friendships. Furthermore, they reported an enhanced relationship between teachers and students as a result of participation in the musical, and they developed a respect for the leader of the musical, as well. Students from this present study similarly reported multiple friendships that developed as a result of participation in an elementary school play. These students also developed a strong relationship with their director. Therefore, the present study provides further evidentiary support for enhanced student relationships, extending the research past high school plays and into the realm of elementary school plays.

Strengths of the Study

This phenomenological study was one of the first of its kind, in that it had a narrow focus of one specific extracurricular activity in an elementary school setting. Relatively little research has been conducted in the field of elementary extracurricular activities, particularly school sponsored activities. As a qualitative study, investigator triangulation strengthened the validity. The use of two, third-party interviewers provided multiple observers to collect and interpret the data. Throughout the interview process, multiple discussions occurred concerning observations of student behaviors and responses. Additionally, interpretive validity was maintained through the use of low-inference descriptors. Wherever possible, I reported students’ responses verbatim in order to relay, as much as possible, the participant’s interpretations and meanings. Also, I enlisted peer review in order to help ensure the validity of my findings. Throughout the research and writing process, I discussed the findings with my educational peers to allow for additional feedback. This study also incorporated two methods in order to enhance
internal validity. By using both methods of data collection, interviews and a focus group, I was able to strengthen the study’s findings.

Saturation of data occurred, as well. As a phenomenological study, the sample size was generally adequate for the intended purpose. I interviewed all students, providing a rich data set. Upon completion, the first set of interviews were transcribed and coded. After determining the major themes from the data set, another wave of interviews was conducted with approximately half of the sample. Following the second round of interviews, a focus group met in order to discuss the results of the first two interview processes. The second wave of interviews was transcribed, as was the focus group session. Upon organization of the second wave, two realities were relatively clear. First, the results were consistent. Second, saturation of data had been met. Due to the nature of the age and maturity of the participants in the study, additional data collection would be unnecessary and unhelpful to accomplish the study’s aim.

Limitations of the Study

Remaining threats to internal validity. One of the main threats to the study’s internal validity is that some perceived effects could have been caused by other factors and experiences, in addition to participation in the school play. For instance, some of the students had participated in theatre programs in middle school and junior high. Often, those experiences would be discussed in the interview process, along with reflection of the elementary experiences. However, I maintain that additional life experiences do not detract from the results, they simply add to them.

Another potential drawback was the use of purposive sampling, as opposed to random sampling. Students who were interviewed met the requirements for participation
in the study, and no other participants were interviewed. The fact that the students in the sample were the leading actors in the plays may have skewed the results because it is possible that these students already possessed some of the qualities they attributed to learning via their involvement with the school play.

Lack of data triangulation also could have affected the internal validity of the results. Extending the interviews to parent perceptions and teacher perceptions of the effects of the school play would have generated much more data in order to corroborate the findings reported in the present study. However, the organization of such an endeavor was above what I could have reasonably accomplished in this present research study.

A final potential threat to the internal validity of the findings of this study is researcher bias. I was the children’s play director throughout all four years of the program. Although I used a third party interviewer, and tried to separate myself from involvement in the interview process, I was still in the building as a representative of the school district in order to ensure the legality of the situation. Due to my proximity, students could have claimed a connection to me, when it is possible that the connection had never existed.

_Remaining threats to external validity._ The homogenous nature of the sample was a threat to the external validity of the research. Students were all Caucasians, of middle socioeconomic background, live in a rural community, and reside in the Midwestern portion of the United States. Therefore, the results of the student perceptions cannot be generalized to all elementary students throughout the United States. Students of lower or high socioeconomic communities may generate different responses and
results. In order to generalize the information effectively, the study could be replicated fairly easily within the various socioeconomic communities, which would generate more data and could potentially be beneficial for school districts across the United States.

**Suggestions for Future Research.**

*Additional qualitative studies that replicate the present one.* First, this particular study could be replicated in schools of median, low, and high socioeconomic communities. That is, future qualitative studies could investigate whether the current findings are consistent for students involved in children’s theatre plays from all socioeconomic levels. Second, qualitative research could be conducted regarding student perceptions of other extracurricular activities in elementary, such as sports, art, or photography. Future studies could examine whether the perceived benefits of participation in elementary extracurricular activities extend to the participation of other elementary activities and clubs.

Other qualitative studies should involve analyzing the parent and teacher perceptions of children’s participation in school plays. Both parents and teachers possess valuable insights regarding how the play affected the children. By including parental perception, as well as teacher perception, of the effects of participation in an elementary children’s play, the findings would form a more plenary understanding of the perceived outcome. As a result of including these perceptions, it may be possible to see the true effects more clearly. Another benefit of conducting qualitative studies involving teachers and parents is that the adults potentially have a larger vocabulary, and they may be able to articulate their thoughts more clearly through enhanced language skills, providing more succinct data.
While qualitative findings are beneficial, especially in the realm of theatre and dramatic arts, quantitative studies also would provide meaningful data in order to better understand how school plays affect children. One potential future quantitative research project would be to analyze the results of participation in an elementary extracurricular activity as part of a longitudinal study. It is possible that adolescents may not fully grasp the true effects of participation in a play until adulthood. That is, the students’ youth can limit their ability to fully recognize the outcomes of participation in the play clearly until they are older. Or, they may not be able to verbalize what they perceive to be true until they are older. By conducting a longitudinal study, data can be assembled over time providing a more clear understanding of the effects of participation in an elementary children’s play.
APPENDIX A
FIRST WAVE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Residual and Reusable Skills

- How did you feel about the auditions? Had you ever participated in an audition for a team or group before you auditioned for the play? If yes, how did the auditions for the play compare to them? What, if anything, did you learn about the process of auditioning?

- Have you auditioned or tried out for any other teams or groups since you participated in the play? If yes, do you feel as if auditioning for the play helped to prepare you in any way for them? In what ways, specifically?

- What skills did you develop or use during the practices for the play? What were some of the highlights for you during the practices?

- Do you feel as if you have used these skills in other areas of your life since the play? If so, where and how?

- What do you remember about the experience of performing for your friends and teachers during the school performance?
• What about performing for your parents? How did you feel that night? What were you thinking as you were on stage?

• Do you feel that performing the play for an audience prepared you in any way for any activities that you have participated in since? Please explain.

• Did your experience with the play encourage or discourage you to continue to participate in other extracurricular activities? Explain your answer.

• Have you participated in any other theatre or drama experiences since you were in the school play? If yes, what were they?

• Do you feel as if participation in the school play benefited your life in any way? If so, how?

**Connecting to School/Peers**

• Do you feel participation with the school play in Elementary connected you to the school in any unique way? If yes, explain.

• Did you observe any changes in how you related to the teachers or building leaders after you participated in the play?
• Did you observe any changes in how you related to your friends and peers in the building after you participated in the play?

• Did you form any specific friendships while working on the play? Did you connect with any other students as a result of performing in the play together?

• Did you feel a sense of teamwork with the other students in the play?

**Self Esteem**

• What did you learn about yourself after participating in the school play?

• Do you think you improved as a person in any way because you were in the school play?

• How did you feel about having a larger part in the school play?

**Closing Up**

• Was there any other effect that the play had on your life that you haven’t yet mentioned?
APPENDIX B
SECOND WAVE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Round 2: (At the beginning of the interview, tell the students that we especially want to hear about stories and experiences from the play if they will help answer the questions in a specific way.)

1. Do you feel as if you connected to members of the cast in a way that lasted longer than the term of the play? Specifically, which people do you have a continued interaction with? Feel free to share your experiences during the play concerning these individuals as well as how you have interacted since the play.

2. If you have been involved in theatre experiences since the play, do you feel as if participating in the play motivated you to continue to be involved in other plays? If yes, explain what it was about your experiences that caused you to want to be in future plays?

3. Are there any specific memories that you have of your experiences in the play that you feel affected your confidence in yourself? If so, what were they?

4. Do you feel as if participation in the play taught you anything about how to deal with fears? If so, how?

5. What, if anything, did you learn about working with a team?
6. Did you feel as if you were recognized in any special way after people saw you in the play? For instance, did you receive any flowers or special treatment for participating in the play? If yes, do you feel as if those experiences have impacted your life in any way?

7. What, if anything, did participation in the play teach you how to deal with making mistakes?

8. What, if anything, did participation in the play teach you about being responsible?

9. What, if anything, did participation in the play teach you about working hard?

10. What, if anything, did participation in the play teach you about practice or preparation?

11. Were there any specific examples of how you related to teachers in school because of the play? For example, was there a teacher who encouraged you in a meaningful way, or was there a moment that you felt connected to a teacher differently because of your involvement with the play?

12. Share any other meaningful memories that you have of your experiences in the play?
To the Parents of __________________________________:

Hello. My name is Karen (Campbell) Dietry. I am a teacher at Plain City Elementary, but you may remember me as the director of your child’s elementary play. I am in the final stages of completing my Masters in Education through Cedarville University, and my thesis is on the residual effects of participation in a youth theatre program. As part of the research, I plan to interview students involved in the PCE theatre program to ascertain student perceptions of the effects of involvement with the plays.

I would like to interview your child as part of this study. Because your child is a minor, I need both their agreement to participate and your permission before I can complete the interview process. To maintain research authenticity, I will be having a third party complete the interviews on my behalf. However, I will be supervising the interviews and all interviews will be taped and transcribed. I will be happy to provide your family a copy of your child’s interview, if you so choose. The research will be kept confidential, and names will be changed in any reports.

Most of the interviews will be conducted after school or on a Saturday. Some interviews will be completed during your student’s study hall. It is my goal to work around your child’s schedule, as much as possible. All interviews will take place at your child’s school or at Plain City Elementary during the months of March and, if necessary, April. There is also the possibility of a focus group being formed to garner students’ collective ideas regarding the theatre program. Each participating student will receive a small gift as a token of my appreciation for their participation.

Thank you so much for your consideration of and potential help in the completion of my Master’s requirements for graduation. Please sign and return the permission slip below in the enclosed envelope by February 13, 2009. If you have any further questions about the research study, feel free to call me at 614-850-9779. I will be happy to discuss the project in further detail.

Sincerely,

Karen Dietry
Residual Effects Research Study Permission Slip

I give permission for my student to participate in an interview regarding his/her perceptions of involvement with the Plain City Elementary Theatre Program. I also grant permission for the interview to be taped and transcribed. I understand that confidentiality will be maintained.

Student’s Name (please print): _________________________________________

Student’s Signature: _________________________________________________

Parent’s Signature: _________________________________________________

Date: ______________________
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